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ABSTRACT
Estimating Proximity to the Asymmetric Reconnection X-line
by
Matthew R. Argall
University of New Hampshire, December, 2014
Magnetic reconnection is a process that changes magnetic topology, allows plasma trans-
port across boundaries, and converts field potential energy to particle kinetic energy. All
of these processes are tied to the X-line, or site of reconnection, yet current methods of
locating the reconnection site either do not uniquely identify the the X-line or have not
been tested when asymmetries in field strength and plasma density and temperature are
present. Furthermore, identification of spacial structures (such as the X-line) as they tra-
verse satellites is limited by hardware constraints. This thesis proposes a new method of
locating the reconnection site for asymmetric magnetic reconnection (AMR), and an algo-
rithm for merging fluxgate and searchcoil magnetometer datasets to improve data fidelity
in a specific frequency range. Cluster observations show that asymmetries present during
reconnection cause a variety of transitions in the reconnecting component of the magnetic
field, ion density, ion outflow jets, and the normal component of the electric field across
the magnetopause. Simulations in 2D and 3D and a laboratory experiment, both with and
without guide field, contain similar offsets. Only within 5 electron inertial lengths of the X-
line do transitions occur simultaneously. Farther away, transitions offset from one another
in a systematic way. Electron distribution functions serve as an independent check of the
method, as they take on a triangular shape that is unique to the X-line. Normal electric
field offsets and outflow upstream from the X-line are linked to the presence of a guide
xiii
field. This new methodology is applied to Cluster AMR events to demonstrate its use. One






Magnetic reconnection (MR) is a process that changes magnetic topology. The breaking
and reconnecting of field lines allows plasma transport across boundaries, and transfers field
potential energy to kinetic energy of the plasma [Priest and Forbes, 2000]. Reconnection has
been observed on the sun [Priest and Forbes, 2002], in the solar wind [Gosling et al., 2005;
Phan et al., 2007], at Earth’s magnetopause [Mozer et al., 2002], in the magnetotail [Chen
et al., 2008], in the cusp regions [Frey et al., 2003], and in laboratory plasmas [Yamada et al.,
1997]. It is also thought to be the source of anomalous cosmic rays from the heliopause
[Drake et al., 2010], and is believed to occur in many other systems throughout the universe.
The solar wind carries the interstellar magnetic field (IMF) and plasma from the sun
toward the earth (Figure 1-1). As the IMF propagates outward from the sun, it piles up
against earth’s magnetosphere (MSP), forming the bow shock and magnetosheath (MSH).
At the bow shock, the solar wind slows from supersonic to subsonic velocities and deflects
around the earth. If the IMF is oriented southward when it reaches the magnetopause
(MP), it can reconnect with the northward-pointing magnetospheric field. Reconnected
field lines, then, get carried beyond the earth into the magnetotail by the solar wind. As
reconnection proceeds, increased magnetic pressure causes the tail to compress toward the
1
Figure 1-1: Magnetic reconnection sites at the magnetopause and in the magnetotail. The
solar wind carries the interstellar magnetic field toward the earth. As it piles up against
at the magnetopause, plasma is slowed to subsonic speeds and the bow shock forms. Re-
connection occurs at the magnetopause (red rectangle), field lines are dragged into the tail,
building magnetic pressure and compressing the tail until a second reconnection site forms.
The resulting reconnection returns magnetic flux toward the earth.
central current sheet and creates a second reconnection site. The magnetotail undergoes
reconnection and magnetic flux is returned toward the earth. Transport of field lines from
the magnetopause to the tail, then earthward again, is an ongoing process known as the
Dungey Cycle [Dungey, 1961].
The magnetotail reconnection site is embedded entirely within Earth’s magnetosphere.
The field strength, plasma density, and plasma temperature are the same on either side of the
central plasma sheet, resulting in symmetric magnetic reconnection (SMR). Reconnection at
the magnetopause, however, occurs at the interface of the solar wind and the magnetosphere,
each of which has different origins. The IMF is weaker and the solar wind plasma density is
higher than the field and plasma density of the MSP. Plasma temperature is also different
across the MP. Magnetic reconnection at the MP, therefore, is asymmetric (AMR).
2
1.2 Effects of Reconnection
Now that we have picture of MR from a global viewpoint, we will change our focus to the
reconnection site itself to see effects of the reconnection process. In this thesis, we will be
investigating the structural changes experienced by the MP due to AMR; however, to fully
appreciate the effects of AMR, we must first develop an understanding of SMR.
1.2.1 Symmetric Magnetic Reconnection
To begin, consider the field and plasma conditions on either side of the MP to be the same.
The magnetic field within the MSH comes into contact with the MSP at the MP, as in
Figure 1-2a. The change in direction of the magnetic field across the MP creates a current
in the direction tangential to the MP. When SMR begins, field lines pinch together, forming
an “X”-line, as in Figure 1-2b. Field lines that pass through the X-line are call separatrices.
Upstream from the reconnection site, inflowing plasma is frozen-in to the magnetic field,
such that ~E+~v× ~B = 0 ( ~E and ~B are the electric and magnetic fields, and ~v is the plasma
velocity). Reconnected field lines are kinked and convect outward into the exhaust.
When the magnetic field strength changes over scale sizes smaller than the ion gyroradius
(ρs = msv⊥/e|B|, where ms is mass of particle species s, v⊥ is the velocity perpendicular
to the magnetic field, and e is the charge constant), ~E+~vi× ~B 6= 0 and ions decouple from
the magnetic field. This happens in a region of space surrounding the reconnection site
called the ion diffusion region (IDR) (Figure 1-3). Once in the IDR, ions are accelerated
by the reconnection electric field, EM , and form the ion current sheet. Eventually, they are
ejected from the current sheet into the exhaust [Speiser, 1965] and are carried away by the
field lines.
Electrons have a much smaller gyroradius (note the mass depence of ρs), so continue
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inflow
E + v×B = 0
X-Point
(b) Reconnecting current sheet.
Figure 1-2: The magnetopause before and after commencement of SMR. In 1-2a, anti-
parallel magnetic field lines form a current sheet tangential to the magnetopause. In 1-
2b, field lines have pinched together, forming an “X”-point. Inflow remains frozen-in to
the magnetic field while reconnected field lines convect outward into the exhaust. Left:
orientations of the boundary normal (BNC) and GSE coordinate systems along the Earth-
sun line.
region (EDR) (Figure 1-3a) where ~E + ~ve × ~B 6= 0, and form the electron current sheet
before being ejected into the exhaust.
Separation of ions from electrons causes a negative charge build-up in the EDR. As a
result, an electric field points inward toward the center of the current sheet on both sides
of the reconnection site in an effort to prevent more electrons from entering (Figure 1-3b).
This field is known as the Hall electric field, EH . Furthermore, because ions separate from
the magnetic field farther from the current sheet center than electrons, current loops form,
generating a quadrupolar magnetic field structure known as the Hall magnetic field, BH
(Figure 1-3c).
Symmetric reconnection can be identified in spacecraft data by accelerated plasma jets
and Hall electric and magnetic field signatures across the magnetopause. Figure 1-4 depicts
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(c) Hall currents and magnetic field.
Figure 1-3: Formation of the ion and electron current sheets and the Hall electric and
magnetic fields. Ion and electron flow separate from one another due to the difference
in gyroradii between the two species. This causes charges separation and forms the Hall
electric field. It also generates current loops, which create the quadurpolar Hall magnetic
field.
Polar satellite crossed from the MSH into the MSP, as noted by the rotation of Bz (panel
5) from South to North. Note that the asymptotic values of Bz are equal on either side
of the MP, which is taken to be the point where Bz = 0. Further note that the density
(panel 1) is equal to within a factor of 2 on either side of the MP. The Hall electric field
signature is recognizable in panel 6 by a bipolar deviation of Ex, as the electric field points
negative, toward the MP from the MSH-side, then positive, toward the MP from the MSP-
side. Finally, the Hall magnetic field signature is visible in panel 4 as a bipolar excursion
of By as Polar crossed the two southern lobes of the quadruopolar field.
1.2.2 Asymmetric Magnetic Reconnection
Observing symmetric magnetic field strength and plasma density at the MP is a rare oc-
currence because, typically, the conditions at the magnetopause are asymmetric. Computer
simulations of AMR are commonly initiated with a MSH density that is ten times greater
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Figure 1-4: Observational signatures of SMR. The asymptotic values of the reconnecting
field Bz are equal, as is the asymptotic density (to within a factor of two). The Hall electric
field is seen as a bipolar excursion in Ex and points inward toward the current sheet on
either side of the MP. The Hall magnetic signature is seen as a bipolar signal in By, as
Polar traversed the southern quadrants of the quadrupolar field. [Figure from Mozer et al.
[2008b].]
and a magnetic field that is one-third weaker than their MSP counterparts [Pritchett, 2008;
Pritchett and Mozer, 2009a; Hesse et al., 2013]. Observationally, a wide range of asymme-
tries are encountered, as will be seen in Table 4.1 when we discuss case studies of AMR
observed by Cluster.
During AMR, the greater mass density inflowing from the MSH causes MSH plasma
to push past the X-line into the MSP before being turned into the exhaust [Cassak and
Shay, 2007] (Figure 1-5b). In other words, the stagnation point – where the inflow from
the MSP and MSH sides of the current layer balance – separates from the X-line and is













(b) Reconnecting current sheet.
Figure 1-5: The magnetopause before and after commencement of AMR. Oppositely di-
rected magnetic field lines generate a current tangential to the magnetopause. Field line
density is greater and plasma density is smaller in the MSP. After AMR commences, the
higher density MSH plasma pushes past the X-point (“X”), causing the stagnation point
(“S”) to offset toward the MSP. This also causes ion outflow to be biased toward the MSP
of the MP.
flux reconnected from the MSP, a larger volume of flux must reconnect from the MSH. This
causes the exhaust to bulge more on the MSH-side of the reconnection layer [Swisdak et al.,
2003; Pritchett, 2008].
Because of the structural changes to the reconnection exhaust that result from asymme-
tries, the Hall currents, electric field, and magnetic field are modified as well [Mozer et al.,
2008a; Pritchett, 2008]. Such modifications are observed in space and in simulations, as
illustrated by Figure 1-6, reproduced from Mozer et al. [2008b]. The asymmetric nature
of reconnection is visible in the unequal asymptotic field strength (Bz) and plasma density
(n). Note also that the density asymmetry causes a steep density gradient across the MP.
The Hall magnetic field (By) now takes on a unipolar structure, as does the Hall electric
field (Ex). These are different from the bipolar structures exhibited during SMR.
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Figure 1-6: Observational signatures of AMR. Magnetic field strength (Bz) and plasma
density (top panel) are not equal on opposite sides of the MP. A density gradient is observed
across the MP. In addition, the Hall magnetic (By) and electric (Ex) fields are unipolar.
Compare with the bipolar signatures of Figure 1-4. [Figure from Mozer et al. [2008b]]
1.3 Importance of Reconnection
As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, during the MR process, energy stored in
the electric and magnetic fields is transferred to the kinetic energy of the plasma. Parallel
electric fields that accelerate particles toward the reconnection site develop along the sepa-
ratrices. Once in the diffusion region, particles are further accelerated by the reconnection
electric field. Then, downstream, the magnetic field releases energy into the plasma as field
lines straighten and convect outward in the exhaust.
Reconnection also changes magnetic topology, allowing plasma to be transported across
topological boundaries, such as the magnetopause. Figure 1-7 depicts two magnetic field
lines, one from the MSH with its plasma colored black, and one from the MSP with is
plasma colored green. The field lines approach one another, reconnect, and move outwards
at right angles to their initial velocities. After field lines have reconnected, the two MSP
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Figure 1-7: MR can causes changes in topology and plasma transport across boundaries.
A MSH field line with black plasma elements convects towards a MSP field line with green
plasma elements. Field lines reconnect and move away from each other. Plasma elements
originally on the same field line are on different field lines after reconnecting. [Figure from
Pontin [2011]]
plasma elements are no longer magnetically connected. The same is true for the MSH
plasma elements.
A third reason why reconnection is important is because of where it happens. As
mentioned in Section 1.1, it happens in various locations around Earth’s magnetosphere, in
the solar wind, on the sun, and in laboratory plasmas.
1.4 Locating the X-line
Energy dissipation, plasma energization, topological changes, and other key reconnection
processes are ultimately tied to the X-line. It is critical, then, to recognize when a spacecraft
is near the X-line. Considering its “X”-like configuration, the reconnection site could be
defined as a volume in which four distinct regions of magnetic topology reside [Pritchett
and Mozer, 2009a]. Finding such a volume would necessarily require multiple spacecraft




ne2/0me is the electron plasma frequency). The Magnetosphere Multi-Scale
Mission (MMS), due to launch in March, 2015, will accomplish this goal, but at present
there are no satellite missions that have satisfied this condition.
Lacking an adequate spacecraft configuration, researchers have attempted to study re-
connection based on second-hand evidence: flux transfer events [Russell and Elphic, 1978],
quadrupolar Hall magnetic field signature, ion outflow jets, parallel electric fields, and per-
pendicular flows that differ from the local ~E × ~B/|B|2 drift velocity, among others. Such
evidence has led to greater understanding of reconnection; however, observations of energy
dissipation and field line breaking have not been conclusive.
Attempts have been made to estimate distance from the X-line by assuming a constant
open angle between separatrices [Huttunen et al., 2007]. However, during AMR, reconnected
flux bulges more towards the weaker-field side and the MP no longer bisects the exhaust.
Swisdak and Drake [2007] have since proposed a method of determining the orientation of
the X-line in the LM -plane for AMR, but no detailed study of the open angle dependence on
asymptotic field strengths has yet been performed. To further complicate matters, ripples
along the magnetopause [Pritchett and Mozer, 2011], FTEs, magnetic islands, and other
transients may distort this angle.
Recently, three-dimensional simulations have shown that separatrices are unstable to
the formation of flux ropes [Daughton et al., 2011] and that field lines become turbulent
and rapidly diverge from one another ([Daughton et al., 2014] and references therein). The
2D picture of separatrices serving as boundaries between regions of different topologies,
then, breaks down.
Considering electrons are recipients of dissipated energy, that they have small gyroradii,
and that the X-line is embedded within the EDR, we could try looking for the reconnection
site via the EDR. Physical quantities have been proposed as identifiers of the EDR with
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this in mind. To name a few: electron beta, nongyrotropy [Aunai et al., 2013], agyrotropy
[Scudder et al., 2012], electron frame dissipation measure [Zenitani et al., 2011], and the
perpendicular gamma factor [Scudder et al., 2008]. While these parameters perform well for
symmetric reconnection, they either have not been tested for asymmetric reconnection or
are not unique to the asymmetric reconnection site [Pritchett and Mozer, 2009b; Mozer and
Pritchett, 2009]. Furthermore, EDRs have been reported more than 60 ion inertial lengths
(λi) from the reconnection site [Phan et al., 2007] as well as along separatrices [Mozer et al.,
2005], further complicating the search for the reconnection site via identification of EDRs.
In what follows, I will present a new, systematic way of identifying the reconnection
site. The technique is founded in the naturally occurring asymmetries at the magnetopause
and can be applied to both component and anti-parallel reconnection.
1.5 Motivation
We have shown that MR causes structural and topological changes to the magnetopause.
Asymmetries contribute to these structural changes by separating the stagnation point from
the X-line, by modifying the Hall currents, electric field, and magnetic field, and by causing
a density gradient across the MP. Case studies of AMR and analysis of these structural
changes, then, should reveal universal characteristics of AMR, if they exist. Our approach
is to study the reconnecting magnetic field (BL), the guide field (BM ), ion density (n), ion
outflow velocity (ViL), and the normal component of the electric field (EN ) in hopes that
the structural changes that manifest themselves in these quantities are correlated with the
spacial evolution of the exhaust away from the X-line.
Currently, studies of single AMR events do not agree about where transitions in BL,
n, EN and VL occur within the exhaust. As an example, in an asymmetric reconnection
event reported by Retino` et al. [2006], the density gradient was observed within the MSP
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separatrix region and the ion outflow jet was biased toward the MSP-side of the exhaust.
In contrast, for an event reported by Lindstedt et al. [2009], the density gradient marked
the inner boundary of the separatrix region and the ion outflow jet was concurrent with
the magnetic field reversal. Mozer et al. [2008b] performed a superposed epoch analysis
of six magnetopause crossings by three THEMIS spacecraft on consecutive in-bound and
out-bound passes separated by ∼6 minutes. The density profile reveals a dip at the MSH
separatrix followed by a hump above the asymptotic MSH density, then a gradual decay to
MSP values. The reconnecting component of the magnetic field transitions with the density,
but the Hall electric field peaks at the end of this transition.
We intend to show that the differences in relative offsets between the transitions of BL,
n, VL, and EN are indicators of proximity to the X-line.
1.6 Outline
The thesis begins with motivating examples of in-situ observations by the Cluster spacecraft
of asymmetric magnetic reconnection. Such examples serve to illustrated the variety of
transition offsets encountered during exhaust crossings. A comparison between a quiet
magnetopause crossing, during which no signs of magnetic reconnection are evident, and
an active crossing, during which signs of reconnection are evident, is used to emphasize
the fact that transition offsets result from the reconnection process. Then, two and three
dimensional simulations, as well as a laboratory experiment of asymmetric reconnection,
reveal that transition offsets result from exhaust crossings at different proximities to the X-
line. Electron distributions serve as an independent check of the method – in the immediate
vicinity of the X-line, electron distributions take on triangular shapes not found anywhere
else in the simulation domain. We also show that guide field is responsible for the offset of
the EN reversal from BL = 0 and for the presence of ion outflow upstream from th eX-line.
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Finally, we apply our method of estimating proximity to the X-line to two Cluster examples
of reconnection and demonstrate how to distinguish an exhaust crossing in close proximity
to the X-line from one that occurred far into the exhaust. The technique is also applied
to a multiple spacecraft context to show how knowledge of relative proximity within the
Cluster configuration can lead to a better understanding of X-line geometry and motion.
One spacecraft that traversed the MP in close proximity to the X-line detected triangular





The Cluster satellite fleet consists of four identically instrumented spacecraft flown in an
approximate tetrahedron formation and launched into a polar orbit in two stages, with the
first pair reaching orbit on 16 July, 2000 and the second on 9 August, 2000. Perigee is 3
Earth radii (RE) and apogee is 19RE with an orbital period of 57 hours. Cluster’s scientific
objective is to study the interaction between the solar wind and Earth’s magnetosphere using
multi-point measurements within a three-dimensional volume that allows the separation of
spatial and temporal variations [Escoubet et al., 1997]. Cluster data acquisition operates
in nominal mode (roughly 80% of the time), but can be switched to a high data rate, or
burst mode, for higher time-resolution measurements.
2.1.1 FGM
The fluxgate magnetometer (FGM) [Balogh et al., 2001] instrument consists of two triaxial
magnetometers that measure the three components of the DC magnetic field. Data is
sampled at 201.75 vectors per second, but is reduced to 22Hz (67Hz) during nominal (burst)
mode to meet telemetry requirements. The instrument has seven ranges, with a maximum
range of [−65536, 65536] ± 8nT and a minimum range of [−64,−63.97] ± 7.8 × 10−3nT.
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More information about the FGM instrument is presented in Chapter 3 when merging of
the FGM and STAFF datasets is discussed.
2.1.2 EFW
Electric field measurements are taken from the two-axis Electric Field and Waves (EFW)
instrument [Gustafsson et al., 2001]. Each axis lies in the spin plane of the spacecraft and
consists of two booms stretching 88 m tip-to-tip. The sampling rate is 25 Hz in nominal
mode and 450 Hz during burst mode.
2.1.3 EDI
Each Cluster satellite is equipped with an electron drift instrument (EDI) [Paschmann
et al., 2001], which is comprised of two electron gun and detector units (GDUs) placed on
opposite sides of the spacecraft. Operationally, EDI has two instrument modes: ”Electric
Field” and ”Ambient” mode. In electric field mode, electrons emitted by one gun drift
perpendicular to the magnetic field until they are captured by the detector on the opposite
side of the satellite. Calculation of the electron drift step due to the ~v ~E× ~B drift can lead
to an estimate of the perpendicular electric field. In ambient mode, electron counts from
0.5 keV and 1.0 keV electrons at pitch angles of 0◦, 90◦, and 180◦ are measured.
2.1.4 CIS
Ion data is gathered by the Cluster Ion Spectrometer (CIS) [Re`me et al., 2001], which
consists of the Hot Ion Analyzer (HIA) and the Composition and Distribution Analyzer
(CODIF). CODIF has 32 energy channels logarithmically spaced between 25 eV/e and
40 keV/e, as well as 11 pitch angle sectors separated by 12.5◦. It is able to distinguish
between ion species via a time-of-flight analysis. HIA is made up of 62 energy channels
measuring from 5 eV/e to 32 keV/e, and 16 pitch angle sectors. During one spacecraft
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spin (∼4 s), each instrument constructs a full 3D distribution function. Moments of the
distribution are then computed at this resolution on the ground.
2.1.5 PEACE
Electron moments and distributions are taken from the Plasma Electron And Current Ex-
periment’s (PEACE) [Johnstone et al., 1997; Szita et al., 2001] High and Low Energy
Electron Analyzers (HEEA and LEEA). Between the two sensors there are 88 energy bins
ranging from 0.6 eV to ∼26 keV. Each sensor has 12 pitch angle sectors separated by 15◦.
Moments and distribution functions are calculated once per spin.
2.1.6 STAFF
The Spatio Temporal Analysis of Field Fluctuations (STAFF) unit consists of a tri-axial
search coil magnetometer (SCM) that is sampled simultaneously with EFW to produce
cross-spectral matrices [Cornilleau-Wehrlin et al., 1997]. Operational and calibration details
regarding the SCM are described in Chapter 3.
2.2 About the Data
A variety of coordinate systems are used throughout this thesis, the most prevalent of which
is derived from a minimum variance analysis (MVA) (see Appendix B) of the magnetic field.
This boundary normal coordinate system has its N -axis along the MP normal and is positive
toward the sun. The L-axis lies along the reconnecting component of the MSP’s magnetic
field and is positive toward North. The M component completes the right-handed sytems
– M = L×N – and point toward dusk, in the direction of the guide-field. The convention
used here is chosen so that the MVA frame aligns with the GSE coordinate system at the
subsolar point, and is different from the traditional LMN coordinate system described by
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Russell and Elphic [1978], which is defined similarly, but with M = N × L. Definitions of
all coordinate systems used throughout this thesis are provided in Appendix A.
Often, the electric field will be presented in the DSI (also named ISR2) coordinate
system, which is similar to GSE, but is inclined so that the z-axis is along the satellite spin
axis. EFW measures only two components of the electric field, EX and EY . Obtaining
the third component requires the assumption ~E · ~B = 0, which is not will defined near the
reconnection site, where BZ tends to zero, and is invalid within the diffusion region because
the plasma is not frozen-in. Furthermore, in many cases I will be interested in only the
component of ~E that is directed along the MP normal. Fortunately, nˆ does not differ much
from x-DSI at the subsolar MP, so EX will be used as a proxy for the normal component
of ~E.
In discussing structures of the asymmetric reconnection exhaust, I will refer to the
offsets between structures in terms of distances. Conversion from time to distance was
accomplished using the Constant Velocity Approach (CVA) (see Appendix F.2), which
assumes that the MP travels along its normal at a constant velocity as it passes over
the spacecraft. Inter-satellite time delays needed for the conversion were obtained via a
cross-correlation of BL observed by each spacecraft during their respective MP traversals.
Distance is normalized to the MSP ion skin depth and will be displayed on an axis that has
its origin at BL = 0 and is positive toward the sun.
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Chapter 3
Merging of Fluxgate and
Searchcoil Magnetometer Data
Cluster’s FGM and SCM instruments were described briefly in the previous chapter. In
general, the two types of magnetometers are required to sample the complete spectra of
magnetic field frequences. Lower frequencies, from zero to a few tens of hertz, are measured
by fluxgate magnetometers, while higher frequencies, a few hertz and above, are better
detected by searchcoil magnetometers. Outside of their respective ranges, instrument re-
sponse diminishes and contamination due to noise increases. It becomes problematic, then,
to detect waves or spacial structures that cross the spacecraft and to accurately determine
the direction of the magnetic field at frequencies near the upper end of FGM’s and lower
end of SCM’s response functions.
Assuming a magnetopause normal velocity of 100 km/s and a spacecraft separation of
10km, as will be typical of the Magnetosphere Multi-Scale Mission (MMS), spacial structures
such as the X-line and the EDR will pass over the spacecraft tetrahedron in 0.1s, or at 10Hz.
If 10Hz falls between the optimal response ranges of both FGM and SCM, MMS could miss
small scale structures intended for study. Furthermore, without high angular precision at
these intermediate frequencies, parallel electric fields and energy dissipation, two processes
fundamental to reconnection, may be inaccurately reported.
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To solve these problems, we make use of the overlap in spectral ranges where the response
of FGM and SCM begin to diminish. Within this range, it is possible to combine the signals
from FGM and SCM to extract information that is not visible in either instrument alone.
In doing so, a single dataset is created – one with lower frequency components comprised of
data from FGM, higher frequency components from SCM, and a short, intermediate range
made up of a combination of FGM and SCM data.
How such a dataset is created is the subject of this chapter. The FGM and SCM in-
struments onboard Cluster were described briefly in Section 2.1.1; however, a more detailed
description regarding instrument calibration and data collection is required in order to fully
appreciate the details of merging the two datasets. Afterward, the merging algorithm is
described and results are shown and . Finally, a tutorial of how to use the merging program
is provided.
3.1 Taking Measurements
Measuring different frequency ranges requires different instrument designs for FGMs and
SCMs. Differences in design, even among instruments of the same type, can cause identical
input signals to be recorded differently by each device. To place measurements into a
standard scale (nano-Tesla – nT), sensors must be calibrated. Furthermore, the continuously
varying analog signal must be converted to a discretely varying digital signal for storage
in the onboard computer. Digitized numbers must then be translated back to the original
signal.
To maintain signal integrity, the merging process is performed as close to the original,
digitized data as possible – before despinning or rotating out of the satellite body frame.
For FGM, this entails using a dataset in the FGM spin reference (FSR) frame. For SCM,
we must use the decommuted wave form (DWF) dataset, which is uncalibrated and in the
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Figure 3-1: Fluxgate magnetometer. A ring core, wrapped wrapped in a driving coil and
surrounded by the sensor coil. An alternating current is sent through the driving coil to
saturate the ring core. If no external field is present, the driven field (blue and green arrows)
oscillate in phase and cancel. With an external field present, the left and right halves of
the core unsaturate out of phase, inducing a current in the sensor coil.
instrument’s coordinate system. During the merging process, then, the FSR system must
be transformed into that of SCM and DWF data must be calibrated.
In addition to calibrating each instrument independently, FGM and SCM must be cross-
calibrated in order for the two independent instruments to reproduce the same phase and
amplitude for the same physical quantity.
3.1.1 Fluxgate Magnetometer
Fluxgate magnetometers have a ring core of highly permeable metal that is wound with
a toroid of wire (Figure 3-1). An alternating current is sent through this drive winding
and magnetically saturates the ring core. When the AC current flips, the core briefly
unsaturates. Without an external magnetic field, both sides of the ring core unsaturate
simultaneously and their fields cancel. With an external magnetic field present (Hext in
the figure), one side of the core unsaturates before its opposite half. This results in a finite
field, and induces a current and measurable voltage in the sensor coil.
Three ring coils with the measurement axes perpendicular to one another can detect the
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Figure 3-2: Searchcoil magnetometer. A highly permeable, mu-metal rod surrounded by
coils of copper wire. Changes in magnetic field strength along the axis of the mu-metal rod
induce a current within the wires.
three components of the vector magnetic field. FGMs are most sensitive to field fluctuations
with frequencies much shorter than the frequency of the driving current, and thus are
designed to measure the DC magnetic field.
3.1.2 Searchcoil Magnetometer
Searchcoil magnetometers are solenoids with a highly permeable core (Figure 3-2). Changes
in magnetic field strength along the core of the solenoid induce a current within the wires.
The resulting voltage is an indication of how much the magnetic field changed over time.
Thus, it is impossible to measure a static magnetic field. SCMs are designed to measure
fluctuations of high frequencies.
3.1.3 Calibration
Pre-flight calibration involves placing each sensor in a large solenoid, which itself is inside
a cannister that serves to shield out external magnetic fields. A current is then driven
through the solenoid to produce a magnetic field of known strength, phase, and frequency.
By measuring the known field, a calibration table is created that can be used to translate
the measured signal to a standardized measurment scale. Figure 3-3 shows the amplitude
and phase corrections that need to be applied to each component of the SCM onboard
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Figure 3-3: Amplitude and phase angle calibration factors for each component of the SCM
onboard C1.
C1. Amplitude correction is less than 20% in the frequency range [50, 175] Hz, before the
amplitude is tapered to zero. Phase correction varies smoothly between −pi and pi until
approximately 550 Hz.
In space, magnetic field measurements are recorded as digitized numbers. The STAFF
experiment’s digitizer is 16-bits so that counts are represented as 16-bit unsigned long
integers. This number must be translated into a 16-bit floating point number via
Bu(t) = 10
c(t)− (215 − 1)
216 − 1
where c(t) represents the digitized, numeric signal as a function of time and Bu(t) is the
uncalibrated magnetic field data as a function of time.
Calibration of the magnetic field is done in the frequency domain. If the instrument’s
sampling interval, ∆t, and the number of points in the fast Fourier transform (FFT), NFFT ,
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does not reproduce exactly the spectral points in the calibration table, then the table must
be interpolated to the desired frequencies.
Frequencies, f , at which the transfer function, T , is desired are expressed as an array
of positive numbers extending from the minimum resolvable frequency, ∆f = 1/(dtNFFT ),
to the Nyquist frequency, fN = 1/(2∆t), in intervals of ∆f . The complex transfer function
is then linearly interpolated to those values. In MATLAB R©,
f = ∆f : ∆f : fN ;
T = interpol1(f, Tcal, fcal,
′linear′);
Now, the FFT is bi-directional, generating coefficients for both forward and backward
propagating waveforms. For a real signal, the forward and backward propagating Fourier
components are complex conjugates of one another. To see this, note that the exponential
form of a cosine (or sine) wave is the average of two function of equal amplitude that rotate
in opposite directions in the complex plane. Completing the transfer function, then, involves
duplicating T , taking its complex conjugate, and appending it in reverse order to the end of
the original. Because SCM cannot measure a DC signal, the calibration point (1, 0i) (i.e.,
no amplitude or phase correction), is added at 0Hz. Finally, the Nyquist frequency is the
same for both positive and negative frequencies, so the the phase is ignored.
T = [1 T (1 : −2) abs(T (−1)) fliplr(conj(Tf ))];
The transfer function is divided into the Fourier transform of the magnetic field. It is at
this stage in the calibration process that the SCM dataset is merged with that of FGM (as
described in the next section). When calibration and merging is complete, data is brought
back into the time domain via the inverse Fourier transform (iFFT).
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3.1.4 Aligning and Cross-Calibrating FGM and SCM
The FSR and DWF datasets are originally in different coordinate systems and have not
been cross-calibrated. Figure 3-4 shows a schematic relating the Spacecraft Body Build
System, in which the FSR data resides, to the STAFF coordinate system, in which DWF
data resides. The out-of-plane axes are co-aligned with the spacecraft’s spin axis, while the
actual offsets between in-plane axes varies slightly between spacecraft. Before datasets can
be merged, the coordinate system of one must be transformed into the the other. It is more
convenient to transform the FSR coordinate system into that of the STAFF instrument. To
do so, we note that for STAFF data, the spin axis is considered the z-axis, while the FSR




0 cos θ sin θ
0 − sin θ cos θ
1 0 0
 (3.1)








An amplitude correction factor, cA, is applied to the SCM dataset immediately after
the digitized signal has been converted to floating point numbers (see Section 3.1.3). It is
a cross-calibration factor that ensures SCM and FGM report the same amplitude for the
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Figure 3-4: Diagram showing the relationship between the spacecraft coordinate system
and that of SCM. Note that this is only a schematic and that the actual angle of separation
varies among spacecraft (see Section 3.1.4).









Merging of the FGM and SCM datasets is performed in the frequency domain. The ampli-
tude and phase of the measured signal must be known at the same set of discrete frequencies
for each instrument. As noted earlier, however, each instrument is designed to measure dif-
ferent ranges of the frequency spectrum, putting constraints on their sampling rates and
Nyquist frequencies. Numerical considerations further dictate that the datasets be merged
piecewise, where the number of points per piece depends on the instruments’ sampling rates.
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3.2.1 Determining the Noise Floor
The first step in the merging process is to determine the interval over which two datasets
can be merged. For this, as well as for futures steps, we must know the noise floor of the two
instruments. One method to determine the noise floor involves finding the power of a quiet





where NFFT is the number of points used to compute the fast Fourier transform (FFT), ∆t
is the sampling period of the instrument, and Bi(tq) is the i
th component of the magnetic
field during quiet interval tq.





































































Figure 3-5: Noise floor and cross-over frequency for FGM and SCM. The noise floor was
found by computing the power spectra of a quiet data interval. The cross-over frequency
is the frequency at which the power of SCM becomes less than that of FGM. An interval
surrounding the cross-over frequency is subjected to dataset merging.
Another, more quantitative approach involves Fourier transforming a great many inter-
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vals and histogramming the power at each frequency. A (gaussian) fit of each histogram
reveals the noise floor of each frequency channel. The first method has been used in the
development of this thesis. The second method will be implemented for the MMS mission.
Figure 3-5 shows the noise floor for the FGM (top) and SCM instruments (middle), as
well as a comparison of the noise floor for the y-component of each instrument (bottom).
The SCM noise floor was computed after calibration (see Section 3.1.2). In the bottom
panel, the power of SCM is higher than that of FGM near 0 Hz. At 1.8 Hz, however, the
power of SCM crosses over FGM’s power trace. This frequency is dubbed the cross-over
frequency, and an interval around this point will be merged.
3.2.2 Length of FFT Interval
For the spectral bin sizes of FGM and SCM to be the same, the total time encompassed
by the FFT must e equal for both instruments. On Cluster, FGM and SCM operate on
different clocks, meaning careful consideration must go into determining the start and end
times of the FFT interval because they are likely not to match, and causing any offset to
accumulate over many consecutive intervals. To circumvent this, the time interval is chosen











This equation holds for any multiple, m, of L and D, so that
Nfgm = mD (3.6)
Nscm = mL (3.7)















As mentioned previously, FGM and SCM have independent clocks and their sampling rates
are different; therefore, their measurements are not synchronous. As a result, data are
recorded by FGM at a point within the phase of the wave that is different from data
recorded by SCM. The starting point of the merging interval, then, is where the time
difference between FGM and SCM, ∆tfs, is a minimum. If ∆tfs 6= 0, data from FGM must
be phase shifted.
If ~Bfgm(ω) represents the magnetic field data recorded by FGM, Fourier transformed
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where f is an array of discrete frequencies and the ratio Nscm/Nfgm represents a renor-
malization of the Fourier transform. MATLAB R© implements its normalization when an











where ω = 2pif . Frequencies above the merging interval are taken directly from SCM. In
other words, the final merged product will have the same Nyquist frequency as SCM. Thus,
because ∆ffgm and ∆fscm are chosen to be the same, the final product will have a uniform
spectral resolution, but because its Nyquist frequency is that of SCM, the inverse transform
will have the same number of points as the SCM time series interval. Renormalizing the








Within the merging interval, more weight should be given to the instrument with stronger
signal. A weight function, w, represents the percent power of a signal above the noise floor.
PFGM = Pi,fgm − Pnf,fgm





where Pi is the power of the interval being merged and Pnf is the power of the noise floor
(eq. 3.4). If Pfgm (Pscm) is negative at a particular frequency, then w = 0 (w = 1). If both
are negative, then w = 0.5.
3.2.5 Joining of Datasets
Datasets are merged after calibration and cross-calibration is complete (Sections 3.1.3 and
3.1.4), but before transforming into the time domain. If the frequency interval to merge is
given by [fmin, fmax], then the FGM and SCM datasets are joined within this interval by
s(ω) = wB′fgm(ω) + (1− w)Bscm(ω), (3.10)
where s is the merged signal, w is the weight function defined by eq. 3.9, B′fgm(ω) is the
renormalized, phase shifted FGM dataset given by eq. 3.8, and Bscm(ω) is the calibrated
SCM dataset. Below fmin, s is comprised entirely of the FGM signal, and above fmax, it
is comprised entirely of the SCM signal. Note that the FFT includes both positive and
negative frequencies, so the signal’s complex conjugate must be reversed and placed into
the latter half of the signal array in a manner similar to what was done with the transfer
function in Section 3.1.3.
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Figure 3-6: Parts of the merged segments that are incorporated into the final data product.
There are m segments of N points. The first 5/8 of the first segment is taken, the merging
interval advances by N/4, and the middle 1/4 of the second segment is taken. The merging
window continues advancing by N/4, and the middle N/4 points of each segment is incor-
porated into the final product. Finally, when the window must advance by fewer than N/4
points to reach the end of the array, the window extends from the last point backwards by
N points. All points beyond the last merged point are pieced into the final product.
Up to this point, dataset merging has been discussed in terms of a single interval of
length N . Now, merging of the complete data interval, having a total of NT points, will
be described. Since many remaining aspects of the merging process are the same for FGM
and SCM, subscripts will be dropped and the method will be described in terms a single
dataset, with the implication that it is to be applied to both FGM and SCM datasets.
The time series is broken into m segments of length N , and each is windowed and Fourier
transformed into the frequency domain for calibration and merging. For the first and last
segments, a Tukey window is applied, while for intermediate intervals, a Hamming window
is used.
After single segment si(ω) (i = 1, 2, ...,m) (eq. 3.10) is merged, it is transformed back
into the time domain and incorporated into the final merged product, BM (t) (Figure 3-6).
To avoid edge effects and data tapering, only the middle quarter of each segment is used.
The exceptions to this are the first interval, which uses 5/8 of the segment, and the last
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interval, which extends from the final point back to the first unmerged point.
3.2.6 Despinning
The merged dataset (which resides in the frame of the SCM instrument) must now undergo
a coordinate transformation to remove the spacecraft spin tone. The spacecraft system
(SCS) rotates with frequency ω counter-clockwise about the x-axis, as shown in Figure 3-4.
A spin begins when the sun is detected by the sun sensor at time t, and lasts for one spin
period, Tspin = 2pi/ω = t,2 − t,1.
For a given spin, the first data point, taken at t0, occurs θ0 = ω(t0− t) radians into the
spin. Aligning the first point with the sun sensor involves rotating the coordinate system





cos θfgm − sin θfgm 0
sin θfgm cos θfgm 0
0 0 1

where θfgm = θ0 − 32.7◦.
Subsequent points within the same spin are located θi = i∆t ω radians beyond the first
datum, where ω is the spin rate, ∆t is the sampling interval, and i = 1, 2, . . . , N is the index
of the data point. Each datum undergoes a clockwise coordinate system transformation from
θi to θ0 before all are rotated en masse to θfgm. Note, however, that the SCM coordinate
system has its z-axis along the spin-axis while FGM has its x-axis along the spin axis. The
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0 cos θi − sin θi
0 sin θi cos θi
1 0 0







3.2.7 Transforming to GSE
Many space physics applications depend on viewing data from a geocentric coordinate
system. As a first step, the spin reference frame (SR2) is transformed into Geocentric
Equatorial Inertial (GEI) (Appendix A) by using the right-ascension and declination (the
polar and azimuth angles, respectively, in spherical GEI coordinates that indicate locations
on the celectial sphere) of the sun [Nautical Almanac Office (U.S.), 2013] and of the space-
craft spin axis (obtained from spacecraft attitude data). By converting from spherical to
cartisian GEI coordinates, we obtain unit vectors indicating direction to the sun (rˆ) and
of the satellite spin axis (sˆ). The SR2 basis, as viewed from GEI, can thus be constructed
as follows:
zˆSR2 = sˆ
yˆSR2 = zˆSR2 × rˆ
xˆSR2 = yˆSR2 × zˆSR2
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From GEI, data can be transformed into any number of geocentric or heliocentric coor-
dinate systems [Hapgood, 1992, 1997]. Here, I summarize the transformation from GEI to
GSE for its usefulness in studying the subsolar magnetopause. The axial tilt of Earth ()
and the ecliptic longitude of the sun (λ) can be used to perform two pure rotations, one
about x-GEI by  to rotate y away from the equatorial plane and into the ecliptic plane,
and the second about the resulting z-axis by an angle λ to rotate x from the first point of
Aries to the Earth-Sun direction. Combining these two Eulerian transformations leads to
a single transform from GEI to GSE.
3.2.8 Results
Results of the merging and despinning process shown in Figure 3-7 for 2005-01-25, from
14:45:00 UT to 15:00:00 UT. Each component of the merged product, Bmrg, is plotted on
top of the corresponding component from FGM, ~Bfgm. Because the lowest frequencies are
taken from FGM, Bmrg is nearly indistinguishable from Bfgm when viewing an extended
data interval. Upon zooming in, however, the differences become clear (Figure 3-7b). Where
Bfgm is coarse and jittery, Bmrg is smooth. The significance of this will become clear in
Chapter 7 when Bmrg is used in the analysis of a magnetic reconnection event.
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Figure 3-7: Results of merging FGM and SCM datasets. Lower frequencies are comprised
entirely of FGM data, so in 3-7a, Bfgm and Bmrg are nearly indistinguishable. On shorter
time scales, Bmrg is seen to be much smoother than Bfgm.
3.3 Using the MATLAB R© Program
The program fgm scm merge, written in the MATLAB R© programming language, creates
the merged data product. Each input and its description is given in Table 3.1. Below are
several examples of using fgm scm merge with different calling conventions. Later, some
details about implementation and known issues are discussed.
3.3.1 Calling fgm scm merge
From within another function, or from the MATLAB R© command prompt, fgm scm merge
can be called as follows:
[t, b] = fgm_scm_merge(mission, spacecraft, date, tstart, tend, ...
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Required Input Description
mission Spacecraft mission (’C’ or ’Cluster’ for Cluster)
spacecraft Spacecraft designator (’1’, ’2’, ’3’, or ’4’ for Cluster)
date Date of the data interval (’YYYYMMDD’)
tstart Start time of the data interval (’HHMMSS’)
tend End time of the data interval (’HHMMSS’)
Optional Inputs
f min Minimum frequency to merge.
f max Maximum frequency to merge.
ref time Start time of the reference interval (’HHMMSS’).
multiplier Minimum FFT length multiplier.
n min Minimum number of missing points to interpolate.
n max Maximum number of missing points to interpolate.
fgm data dir Directory containing FGM data.
scm data dir Directory containing SCM data.
TransfrFn dir Directory containing transfer function data.
srt dir Directory containing sun reference time data.
attitude dir Directory containing spacecraft attitude data.
Outputs
t Time stamps of merged data points.
b Merged vector magnetic field data.












Defaults for optional arguments can be found and set in the utility function fgm scm check inputs.
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Figure 3-8: Input GUI for fgm scm merge.m. Defaults values for these and and other inputs
can be set in the utility function fgm scm check inputs.m.
The program can also be called without arguments, in which case a GUI (Figure 3-8)
will appear asking for inputs.
[t, b] = fgm_scm_merge();
3.3.2 Data Gaps
Instrument sampling rates are not fixed, but have a small uncertainty about their nominal
value. Additionally, intervals during which there are no recorded time samples can occur.
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For this reason, the sampling period of FGM and SCM has been determined by
dt = mode( diff( time ) );
where diff computes the difference between adjacent points in the time array. In the event
of a data gap, mode should be more accurate than mean.
Cluster data has frequent data gaps 5 samples in duration, with less frequent data
gaps of much longer duration. Because of the frequency and relatively short duration of
the 5-sample gaps, fgm scm merge will interpolate over them. The optional inputs n min
and n max give control over the size of the interpolation interval. The value of n min
(n max) is the minimum (maximum) number of points of duration dt that constitute a data
gap. Random fluctuations about the nominal sampling rate need to be considered, i.e., a
minimum value between 1.5 and 2 is recommended for n min. If no interpolation is desired,
set n min = Inf. If interpolation over gaps of arbitrary size is desired, set n max = Inf
Larger data gaps, with more than n max missing points, are considered to be the end of
an interval. The overall data array is split at each major data gap and merging is performed
on each subinterval. If a subinterval does not have enough points to generate equal spectral
bins for FGM and SCM, it is skipped.
3.3.3 Known Issues
Rat Function
To find an FFT length that spans the same amount of time and results in the same spectral
frequency components (3.2.2), MATLAB R©’s rat function is used. Unfortunately, the de-
fault precision is too high, resulting in an FFT interval that is larger than the time interval
being merged. To remedy this, the tolerance of rat can be set. This is done within the
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data object method @data merge/get dt ratio.
As an example, in burst mode, FGM (SCM) samples at a rate of 67 Hz (450 Hz). With
an 3% (1.7%) uncertainty, rat gives
Nfgm = 259
Nscm = 1774
which translates to a minimum analysis window of ∼ 4s. Analysis of data intervals shorter
than the minimum time interval can be achieved by lowering the tolerance of the rat
function. For example, a tolerance of 1× 10−5 for the same inputs results in
Nfgm = 93
Nscm = 637
or a minimum analysis window of ∼ 1.5s. This trick can also be used to increase the number
of merged segments within a time interval. An increase from 3 to 7 segments would produce
a merged signal with fewer artifacts in the middle of the interval. Note, however, that a
lower tolerance would also lead to a greater accumulated lag between segments.
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Chapter 4
Structure of the Magnetopause
Reconnection Exhaust
4.1 Case Studies
Asymmetries between the MSH and the MSP cause structural changes in the reconnec-
tion exhaust. Structural changes manifest themselves as modified Hall electric and mag-
netic fields, biased outflow jets, density gradients and unequal asymptotic magnetic field
strengths. Study of these changes during many asymmetric reconnection events with varying
degrees of asymmetries should reveal universal characteristics of asymmetric reconnection,
if they exist. In Figures 4-1 and 4-2, Cluster, the aforementioned quantities by Cluster in
the normal component of the electric field (EX), guide-field component, (BM ), ion outflow
velocity (ViL), ion density (ni), and reconnecting magnetic field (BL). Each quantity is
examined in terms of the structures observed when traversing the MP.
Events depicted in Figures 4-1 and 4-2 have previously been reported as reconnection
events; therefore, no attempt will be made to justify that fact at present. However, ref-
erences to them appear throughout the remainder of this chapter, and we discuss several
events in greater detail in Chapter 7. My purpose here is to illustrate a variety of MP
structures that relate directly to the asymmetries present during asymmetric reconnection
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and demonstrate how they differ between events.
4.1.1 2001-07-05
On 05 July 2001, C1 crossed the MP at 06:23:26 UT, indicated by the gray, dashed, vertical
line in Figure 4-1a, in an outbound sense, traversing first a region of low, MSP density,
and moving into a region of high, MSH density. The current layer is ∼9λi,MSP thick,
extending from roughly −5λi,MSP to +4λi,MSP . Magnetic field and density profiles show
the magnitude of asymmetries, which are reported in Table 4.1. The density gradient is
offset from BL = 0 toward the MSP by 2λi,MSP while the EX reversal is similarly offset
by 3λi,MSP . A density hump permeates the current layer. It is not clear whether the Hall
magnetic field is unipolar or bipolar, and no ion jets are present.
This event has been used to test single and multi-spacecraft methods for determining
the MP orientation [Haaland et al., 2004], as well as for MP reconstruction techniques
[Hasegawa et al., 2004, 2005; Teh et al., 2007; Teh and Sonnerup, 2008].
4.1.2 2001-12-03
A second asymmetric reconnection exhaust crossing (Figure 4-1b) exhibits transition offsets
similar to Figure 4-1a, but at different locations with respect to BL = 0 and with respect to
each other. The ion density gradient and the electric field reversal are again offset toward
the MSP-side of the exhaust, but are now offset from the BL reversal by 2.5λi,MSP and
3λi,MSP , respectively, with EX reversing at the foot of the ni gradient. In addition, the
ion outflow peak (ViL ' 350 km/s) is biased toward the MSP-side of the exhaust, between
BL = 0 and the density gradient.
The thickness of the MP for this event is approximately 8λi,MSP , extending from
−3λi,MSP to 6λi,MSP . Within this region, BM and ni have complicated features asso-
ciated with FTEs (not shown) that will be described in Chapter 7. Reconnection on this
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Figure 4-1: Case studies 1-3 of asymmetric reconnection events depicting systematically
different profiles of BL, BM , ni, ViL, and EX across the exhaust. The density gradient, ion
outflow jet, and electric field reversal occur at different offsets with respect to BL = 0 and
to one another.
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day was observed continuously over the course of four hours, with evidence of component
reconnection [Retino` et al., 2005]. There is also evidence of wave-particle interactions in
the separatrix region [Retino` et al., 2006; Tanaka et al., 2008].
4.1.3 2002-03-18
Transitions take on yet another form in Figure 4-1c. A unipolar Hall magnetic field structure
in BM is clearly visible during the MP traversal, which extends from −4λi,MSP to 7λi,MSP .
The density gradient occurs at the MSP-edge of this transition, removed from the point at
which BL = 0 by 4λi,MSP . There is also a 30% drop in density at the MSH-edge of the layer,
with the intermediate region forming a plateau with an average density of n = 72.4cm−3.
The ion jet straddles the MSP density gradient and extends into the upstream MSP, outside
of the reconnection layer. Finally, EX switches sign simultaneously with BL. The in-and-
out motion of the MP, seen as a series of intervals with alternating positive and negative
slope in BL, is reflected in the slope of EX . Note also that to the left of the gray, vertical
line, EX < 0, on average, while to the right, EX > 0, on average.
Evidence of ongoing, continuous reconnection was visible in images of the auroral oval
[Frey et al., 2003] as well as with Cluster [Phan, 2003], with drift kinetic Alfve´n waves being
reported near the X-line [Chaston et al., 2005].
4.1.4 2004-04-06
A fourth case, presented in Figure 4-2a, is another in which BL and EX reverse concurrently.
The density gradient is removed from BL = 0 by ∼115λi,MSP toward the MSP-edge of the
current layer. Another increase in density is observed near N = 0λi,MSP , with the region
between increments being plateau-like. The ion outflow jet is biased toward the MSP-edge
of the layer, just inside the density gradient. A discontinuity, or perhaps a bipolar Hall field
structure, is visible in BM .
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Figure 4-2: Case studies 4-6 of asymmetric reconnection events depicting different profiles
of BL, BM , ni, ViL, and EX across the exhaust.
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Reconnection was observed by both Cluster and Double Star [Dunlop et al., 2005], and
the two points were used in a global MHD reconstruction of the event [Berchem et al., 2008].
4.1.5 2005-01-25
This and the following example exhibit transitions in BL, ni, and EX that are simultaneous
with one another. The primary transition in BL occurs between ±0.4λi,MSP . Throughout
the same region, EX reverses sign. Ion density begins its transition from the MSH to
the MSP at N = 0λi,MSP , and drops throughout the remainder of the MP traversal. In
addition to the simultaneous transitions, BM has a strong bipolar signature, and the ion
jet is on the MSP-side of the density gradient, outside of the reconnection region.
Electron diffusion regions have been reported during encounters with the separatrix at
times leading up to the interval shown here [Mozer et al., 2005]. I will return to this event
in Chapter 7.
4.1.6 2008-04-22
Like the previous example, Figure 4-2c exhibits simultaneous transitions in BL, ni, and
EX , with the ion outflow jet again being within the MSP inflow region. Transitions are
concurrent throughout the MP crossing, between −1λi,MSP and 1λi,MSP . Also within this
region, BM experiences a local maximum centered on BL = 0, with depressions on either
side.
Parallel electron heating is observed in conjunction with lower hybrid waves [Graham
et al., 2014]. Analysis of this event will continue in Chapter 7.
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4.2 Summary
We have examined how the magnetic field, ion density and velocity, and electric field transi-
tion across the MP for six different asymmetric reconnection events. Table 4.1 indicates the
variety of asymmetries and the guide-field strengths (Bg) measured. Despite the variety,
all events exhibited reversals in BL and EX , a density gradient, and either an ion outflow
jet or flow boundary. The structures differ, however, in their offsets from BL = 0 and with
respect to each other.
The ion density gradient is encountered simultaneously with the BL reversal, or removed
from it by up to 115λi,MSP . Similarly, the EX reversal can be concurrent with that of BL,
on either side of the density gradient. The peak ion outflow is biased toward the MSP-side
of the exhaust, and is visible anywhere between the BL reversal and 2λi,MSP earthward of
the density gradient. A unipolar Hall magnetic field signature was observed in Figure 4-1c,
while different structures appeared during other MP traversals.
Though some of transitions presented here, such as the BL reversal and density gradient,
are innate to the MP, other transitions and their offsets from one another develop during
the reconnection process. In the next section, I will describe a quiet MP crossing, for
which no evidence of reconnection is apparent, and compare it to an active MP, for which





































































































































































































































































































































Comparison of the Quiet and
Active Magnetopause
Consider a quiet magnetopause – one in which no signs of magnetic reconnection are evident.
The MSH is separated from the MSP by a thin, (locally) planar current sheet, caused by
∇ × ~B across the interface. Suddenly, some mechanism, be it a perturbation of BN , a
tearing mode instability or some other fluctuation, disrupts the current sheet. Magnetic
field lines reconnect, energizing plasma and allowing it to traverse topological boundaries.
I wish to create a mural of the quiet MP from a data perspective, then contrast it with an
active MP, alive with reconnection. In this way, the diversity of transition offsets presented
in Chapter 4 can be associated with the reconnection process.
5.1 The Quiet Magnetopause
Figure 5-1a demonstrates how the quiet MP acts as a barrier between MSP and MSH
plasmas. Cluster traversed the MP at 08:23:53 UT (top panel) from the MSP-side. Ion
energy spectrograms (second panel) shows how the dense, low energy MSH plasma (on the
right) is abruply cut off at the MP. A similar cut-off of anti-parallel MSH flux is seen in the
ion pitch-angle spectra (third panel). The single point of MSH-like flux on the MSP-side of
the current layer is a by-product of the low time resolution of HIA. The sampling interval
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Figure 5-1: A comparison between a quiet (a) and active (b) magnetopause. During the
quiet crossing, the MP acts as a barrier between low-energy (< 25 keV) ion populations.
During the active crossing, plasma mixing is evident and high-speed outflow jets are ob-
served.
for HIA is 12.4 s, while the magnetic field reversal occurred over a 16 s period. The HIA
data point centered on 08:24:02.6 UT extends through the BL reversal. Intermediate flux
levels are a result of sampling both sides of the MP, as does the change in pitch angle from
0◦ to 180◦ across the BL reversal. Ion moment data, which has a 4 s sampling interval,
exhibits a much sharper transition in panels 5 and 6.
Tenuous, high energy (> 25keV ) MSP plasma, shown in panels 3 and 4, does penetrate
the MP, gradually tapering away until the rise in MSH density at 08:27:07 UT. No ion jets
are visible and flow direction changes abruptly during the current layer crossing. Through-
out the MP traversal, plasma remains frozin-in to the magnetic field, as indicated by the
similarity between ion perpendicular velocity and the the ~E × ~B/|B|2 drift velocity, v ~E× ~B,
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in the bottom panel. The ion Alfve´n speed, vA = B/(4pimini), in the MSP is more than
2000 km/s.
If we zoom in on the current layer itself (Figure 5-1), we can examine how BL, BM , n,
ViL, and EX transition across the quiet MP. The magnetic field reverses simultaneously with
the density gradient and flow rotation, further demonstrating how the MP acts as a barrier
between plasma populations. Throughout the current layer, BM has a strong, positive peak.
The electric field is weak and shows no obvious spacial dependence – it oscilliates around
0 mV/m throughout the crossing.
5.2 The Active Magnetopause
Figure 5-1b presents an active MP crossing. Cluster passed from the MSP into the MSH,
traversing the MP and reconnection exhaust between 10:21:55 UT and 10:23:11 UT. The
effects of reconnection are visible immediately in the ion energy spectrogram, with MSH
ions being heated within the current layer, and penetrating into the MSP. Further evendence
of MSH plasma entering the MSP is provided by the ion density measurments, which exhibit
a small rise in density just prior to entry into the current layer.
High energy MSP ions are no longer able to cross into the MSH, perhaps because of the
strong positive electric field on the MSP-edge (Figure 5-2b), and high energy flux is lower
by two orders of magnitude. Just prior to the density gradient, MSP ions are observed to
flow South along field lines toward the X-line. Within the exhaust, the ion jet flows North
at the v ~E× ~B drift velocity as they are dragged away from the reconnection site at the Alfve`n
speed.
A close look at the transitions across the active MP exhaust (Figure 5-2b) shows that
the density gradient, ion outflow peak, and DC electric field reversal are offset from BL = 0
by 27λi,MSP , 10λi,MSP , and 35λi,MSP , respectively. All are found on the MSP-side of the
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Figure 5-2: Transition of BL, n, and EX across a quiet (a) and active (b) MP. During the
quiet crossing, ion density and velocity transition simultaneously with the BL reversal and
the normal component of ~E shows no obvious spatial dependence. Meanwhile, during the
active crossing, the ion density gradient and outflow jet, and the DC reversal of EX are
offset to the MSP-side of the layer, away from BL = 0.
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exhaust. In addition, the Hall magnetic field profile is strongly unipolar.
5.3 Summary
In this chapter, we examine the MP during quiet and active periods to illuminate the role
reconnection plays in shaping the BL, BM , ni, ViL, and EX transition across the MP.
During the quiet crossing, low-energy MSH ions cannot penetrate into the MSP and plasma
remains frozen-in. The magnetic field, density gradient, and change in flow direction occur
simultaneously, while EX remains weak and exhibits no spacial depedence.
During an active MP traversal, MSH ions are energized within the exhaust and penetrate
into the MSP. Ion flow toward the reconnection site and ion jets are observed. Transitions
of ni and EX are offset from BL = 0 by more than 25λi,MSP , the ion jet is biased toward
the MSH-side of the exhaust, and BM experiences a unipolar peak.
Transitions are simultaneous when no reconnection is present, and offset from each other
and from the current sheet center during periods of active reconnection. This indicates that
transition offsets are related to the process of reconnection. In the next chapter, computer
simulations and laboratory experiments demonstrate how these offsets can lead to estimates




To place field and plasma transitions within the overall picture of asymmetric magnetic
reconnection, we must make use of computer simulations and laboratory experiments. In
the following sections, two- and three-dimensional (2D and 3D) particle-in-cell (PIC) simu-
lations and a laboratory experiment from the Magnetic Reconnection eXperiment (MRX)
will be described. One-dimensional (1D) cuts are taken through a 2D profile of the exhaust
at different distances from the X-line in order to mimic spacecraft traversal of the MP. For
crossings downstream from the X-line, simulations and experiment reproduce offsets ob-
served by Cluster. Near the X-line, however, transitions in BL, ni and EN are simultaneous
and the peak ion outflow occurs on the MSP-side of the density gradient.
6.1 Simulation Setup
The 2D and 3D PIC simulations employed in this thesis are of asymmetric reconnection
and have similar initial conditions. Plasma density and magnetic field strength vary across
the initial current layer as nMSP /nMSH = 0.125 and magnetic field BMSP /BMSH = 1.37.
An initial guide field Bg = BMSH is directed duskward. The ion to electron temperature
and mass ratios are Ti/Te = 2.0 and mi/me = 100, while the electron plasma to cyclotron
frequency ratio is ωe/Ωe = 2 (based on the initial asymptotic nMSH and BMSH). Recon-
nection is initiated with a perturbation, and the boundary conditions are periodic along
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the outflow direction. The configuration is such that the low-density MSP is on the right
and the MSH is on the left. The 2D simulation domain is 300di × 75di (using nMSH)
with a resolution of 10240 × 2560 cells and 2.6 × 1010 particles, while the 3D domain is
85di × 85di × 35di with a resolution of 2920× 2920× 1200 cells and 2× 1012 particles. For
additional details regarding the 3D setup see Daughton et al. [2014].
Due to the sparseness of particles in the 3D simulation and in its companion 2D simu-
lation, a second 2D simulation with Bg = BMSH was performed in order to fill in electron
distribution functions. The initial conditions are the same, but the system size was reduced
to 3072×1024 cells (75di×25di), increasing the number of particles per grid cell by a factor
of ten. In addition, a third 2D simulation with Bg = 0, a resolution of 3072 × 1024 cells
(75di × 25di), and 3.8 × 1010 particles was performed for comparison with the zero guide
field laboratory experiment presented in Section 6.4.
6.2 2D Results
Exhaust structures from a 2D PIC simulation are shown in Figure 6-1 at two different time
slices, one near the peak reconnection rate (tΩci = 64) and another much later (tΩci = 180).
The color panel is the out-of-plane electron current density, JeM , shown to highlight the
electron current sheet and the region surrounding the reconnection X-line, located at 151.1di
(153.5di) in Figure 6-1a (6-1b). Three horizontal bars (blue, green, and red) indicate where
each 1D cut in the adjacent panels was taken. The locations were chosen to best illustrate
how transition offsets may be correlated with proximity to the X-line. Data are presented
in the same layout and coordinate system as Figures 4-1 and 4-2 and mimic the manner in
which a spacecraft configuration would observe transitions as it traverses the magnetopause.
Blue traces represent cuts 2 de from the X-line, while the green and red traces are taken
farther into the reconnection exhaust. Black contours are of the magnetic flux function AM .
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Figure 6-1: 2D PIC simulations show that the magnetic field, electric field, and density
transition together only within ±5de of the X-line. Color panels show the out-of-plane
electron current density, JeM , surrounding the X-point at two times: one near the peak
reconnection rate (a) and one much later (b). 1D plots show cuts through the X-line (blue)
as well as two locations farther into the exhaust (green and red). At the X-line, where
JeM is strongest, the BL reversal is concurrent with the density gradient and electric field
transition. Farther away, the BL reversal is more gradual, BM is asymmetric, and n develops
a plateau (green) and dip along the MSH separatrix (red). Furthermore, the Hall electric
field peak is displaced toward the MSP, while a broad, MSP-pointing peak develops in the
exhaust. The density ratio is such that di,MSP /di,MSH = 2.8.
Horizontal cuts near the X-line (blue) at both tΩci = 64 and tΩci = 180 show that
the current layer is thin (with half-thickness ∼ 0.25di) and the slope of BL is steep. The
density gradient is localized around the BL and EN reversals and EN has a unipolar peak.
All transitions occur together, a feature observed only within |N | ≤ 5 de from the X-line.
Also near the X-line, the (negative) peak ion outflow, UiL, occurs earthward of the den-
sity gradient. Such outflow is observed directly upstream from the X-line as well (discussed
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in the next section). Note that BM , UiM and BL are all positive, so that both terms in the
resulting convective electric field
EcN = −UiMBL + UiLBM (6.1)
are negative and point earthward, away from the current sheet. Other terms in the gener-
alized Ohm’s law are small in comparison. EcN is manifested as a negative EN peak near
N = 0.9di (see Section 6.8 for a detailed discussion of the contributions to EN ).
Downstream, characteristic exhaust features develop that allow further inference of prox-
imity to the X-line. As ions continue downstream from the X-line, they cross the separatrix
into the exhaust. Furthermore, far from the X-line (red), a density dip develops along
the MSH separatrix and a hump grows in the exhaust. Travelling toward the X-line, the
separatrices converge on one another. Where the width of the density dip is roughly equal
to the distance between separatrices, a plateau is observed. Over time, the density dip
broadens, expanding the plateau region, and the hump diminishes. Noting this, if satellite
observations reveal a density plateau or ion outflow on the low-density side of the density
gradient, yet transitions are not simultaneous, we can state that observations were taken
closer to the X-line than had this not been the case. See Chapter 7 for examples of how to
use these criteria to determine proximity to the X-line.
In addition to the above structural changes, the BL reversal becomes more gradual, and
the positive electric field peak is displaced outward toward the MSP edge of the reconnection
layer. Another positive EN peak forms at the MSH separatrix, while a broad, negative peak
appears within the exhaust (discussed in the next section). The 1D cuts across the exhaust
of the Hall magnetic field become progressively more unipolar with time and distance from
the X-line.
These results support our conclusion that transitions in BL, EN , n, and VL can be used
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to infer proximity to the X-line. They also indicate a coherent evolution of the exhaust,
both in time and in space.
6.3 3D Results
Profiles of the reconnection exhaust in a 3D PIC simulation are presented in Figure 6-2
at tΩci = 100.6 from two different y-slices: M = 7.6di (6-2a) and M = 39.1di (6-2b).
The 3D simulation provides a second design in which we can search for transition offsets.
Cuts are taken through the electron current sheet, where the JeM current layer is strongest
and thinnest, and two other locations deeper into the exhaust. The current layer length
and width vary in the M -direction at a fixed time. Regions of strong current density at
M = 7.6di and L = 49di and 55di are associated with flux ropes (see Figure 2 of Daughton
et al. [2014] for a 3D view).
Horizontal cuts through the electron current sheet (blue) reiterate the results of the
2D simulation: near the X-line, transitions in BL, n, and EN occur together. One major
difference is that the distance over which this observation holds depends on the length and
width of the current layer. At M = 7.6di, the JeM layer resembles an X-point and the
transitions are concurrent only over an L-range of ∼ 2de. At M = 39.1di, the layer is much
broader and longer [Daughton et al., 2014], and transitions are concurrent over a distance
of ∼ 16de.
Similar to the 2D case, close to and directly upstream from the X-line the ion jet
occurs on the MSP-side, earthward of the density gradient. To see why, consider the ion
v ~E× ~B,L = ENBM − EMBN drift velocity. EN and BM are negative while EM is positive;
their signs do not change from South to North. BN , however, changes from positive to
negative as one travels from South to North. South of the X-line, then, both terms are
negative and ions drift southward. The v ~E× ~B,L drift velocity remains southward until BN
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Figure 6-2: In 3D PIC simulations, transitions in BL, EN , and n occur together across the
current sheet (blue), where JeM is strongest. Panels a and b are shown at the same time
but at different locations in M . As can be seen, the length of the current layer can vary
along M from 1de to > 15de. Correspondingly, the range in distance over which transitions
occur together varies in M as well. Farther from the layer (green and red), features similar
to those noted in Figure 6-1 develop within the exhaust.
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changes sign and becomes sufficiently strong north of the X-line.
A positive convective electric field is coincident with the ion outflow peak, pointing
opposite to the Hall electric field and away from the current layer, similar to the 2D case.
For the extended current sheet (Fig. 6-2b, green and red traces), farther into the MSP, ions
flow toward the X-line.
Despite magnetic turbulence and flux ropes present in the 3D simulation [Daughton
et al., 2014], we find that the basic exhaust structure agrees with 2D: only near the X-line,
within the thin electron current layer, do transitions in BL, n, and EN occur together.
Farther from the X-line, the transitions are displaced in an ordered manner.
6.4 Experimental Setup
The Magnetic Reconnection Experiment device consists of two independent flux cores. Each
contains a toroidal field (TF) coil and a poloidal field (PF) coil. A cross section of one half
the device is shown in Figure 6-3 with the bottom-most line, which passes through the coil
centers, representing the rotational symmetry axis. The radius from the center of the toroid
to the center of the coil is 37.5cm and the radius of the coil itself is 0.5cm.
Currents are driven through the PF coils to produce a quadrupolar field. At the same
time, current is pulsed through the TF coils, inducing an electric field that causes charge
separation. Once plasma is created around the flux cores, current is reduced in the PF coils
and magnetic flux is ”pulled” back toward the X-line [Yamada et al., 1997].
Density asymmetries are created by inducing an adequate electric field with the TF coils
and by choosing heavier ion species. For this experiment, the density asymmetry was 10,
with pressure balance being reached through asymmetries in both the magnetic field and
plasma temperatures, and there is no initial guide field [Yoo et al., 2014].
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Figure 6-3: Cross-section of the MRX device. Flux cores are depicted as grey circles. The
reconnection current sheet is formed along Z.
6.5 MRX Results
Current density and transition offsets for asymmetric reconnection in the MRX experiment
are shown in Figure 6-4. Similar to Sections 6.2 and 6.3, three cuts have been taken
across the reconnection exhaust at different distances from the X-line to simulate how a
spacecraft configuration might encounter the MP. The coordinate system shown in Figure 6-
3 has been rotated 90 degrees about Y and transformed into the minimum variance frame
to reflect magnetopause reconnection and facilitate comparisons with Cluster observations
and simulation results.
At the X-line (blue) transitions in BL, n, and EN occur simultaneously, in agreement
with simulations. BL makes its transition from −0.2di to 0.3di, changing signs at N = 0di.
Density transitions from high to low over the same interval, with the transition being
steeper on the MSP-side of the current layer. The DC normal electric field also changes
sign simultaneously with BL. Differences from the strong guide field cases presented in













































































Figure 6-4: Transition offsets generated during asymmetric reconnection in the MRX device.
At the X-line, BL, n, and EN transition simultaneously, in agreement with 2D and 3D PIC
simulations with strong guide field. Differences from the strong guide field simulations
include a shallow density minimum just before the density gradient near the X-point, no
premature ion outflow upstream of the X-line, and bipolar normal electric field structures.
Figure courtesy of Jongsoo Yoo.
prior to the gradient; there is no appreciable ViL upstream from the X-line; and EN is
asymmetrically bipolar with both peaks pointing inward toward the current sheet center.
Each of these changes will be discussed in more detail in Section 6.8.
Farther from the X-line (L = −0.5di and −1.5di), the 2D overview of JM and traces
of BL show that the current layer becomes broader and weaker. The density gradient
offsets from BL = 0, moving outward toward the MSP as the MSP separatrix diverges
from the center of the layer. At L = −1.5di, a density dip along the MSH separatrix and
a peak above ambient MSH values within the exhaust are visible, similar to Figures 6-1
and 6-2. The normal electric field remains bipolar (stronger on the MSP-side) and its DC
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component switches sign in the vicinity of BL = 0; however, the bipolar peaks separate
from one another, moving outward from toward the MSH and MSP. Profiles of BM reveal
the zero guide-field nature of the experiment as well as the formation of a unipolar (not
bipolar) Hall magnetic field, which strengthens with distance from the X-line.
6.6 Zero Guide Field Simulation
To supplement the MRX results and extend the simulation results to the regime of antipar-
allel reconnection, we present one more 2D PIC simulation. A view of the transitions across
the MP are depicted in Figure 6-5, from which we draw the same conclusions as we did
with the MRX results: transition of n and EN remain simultaneous with the BL reversal
in the vicinity of the X-line; however, characteristics unique to anti-parallel reconnection
manifest. At the X-line, there exists a density dip at the MSH-side of the layer, adjacent
to the density gradient. Ion jets are not apparent upstream from the X-line, and form
downstream within the exhaust. The electric field remains bipolar (though asymmetric)
even in the downstream region, reversing sign in the vicinity of BL = 0.
6.7 An Independent Verification: Electron Distribution Func-
tions
One of the principle reasons for searching for the X-line is that it is embedded within
the electron diffusion region, where electrons are demagnetized and accelerated by the
reconnection electric field. The EDR is sufficiently small that distribution functions may
serve as an independent verification of our method. Namely, if we find an event for which
transitions in BL, n, and EN are simultaneous such that we are in close proximity to the
X-line, the electron distribution functions might independently confirm our conclusions. We
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Figure 6-5: A 2D PIC simulation with zero initial guide field serves as another example for
which transition offsets are simultaneous only nearly the X-point. The ion density dip, lack
of outflow upstream from the X-line, and bipolar normal electric field observed in the MRX
experiment (Figure 6-4) are also observed here.
therefore show distributions from the MSP and MSH inflow, separatrix, and central current
sheet regions at three different distances from the X-line to simulate how a spacecraft might
detect such regions.
6.7.1 fe with Bg = 0
Inflow distributions shown in Figure 6-6 within the MSP (first column) and MSH (last
column) are elongated along the magnetic field (vL). Similar elongation occurs during SMR
[Chen et al., 2008] and is attributed to conservation of magnetic moment as the magnetic
field weakens toward the X-line [Egedal et al., 2010]. In AMR, the change in field strength
toward the X-line is greater on the MSP-side than on the MSH-side, so elongation is more
pronounced in the MSP inflow region.










Figure 6-6: Electron distributions have a triangular distribution near that uniquely identifies
the EDR surrounding the X-line. Adjacent to the X-line, the triangular shape has discrete
striations. Distributions from the inflow regions are elongated along the magnetic field.
Separatrix distributions are similarly elongated and also exhibit an accelerated population.
Distributions from the electron jet show several populations, but not the triangular shape.
ond and third rows) are similarly elongated along the field, but now exhibit acceleration
in the L- and M -directions. On either side of the X-point (first row), triangular-shaped
distributions form. During SMR, triangular distributions near the X-line have discrete stri-
ations that indicate how many bounces electrons have undergone within the current sheet
[Ng et al., 2011, 2012], while a theory that predicts the length and separation of striations
recently been developed by Bessho et al. [2014]. Modified striation patterns are observed
just upstream of the AMR X-line on the MSP-side in Figure 6-6. Instead of flat striations,
inverted-”V” shaped striations are visible. On the MSP-side, the legs of the inverted-”V”
are disjoint and form more acute angles.
At the X-line (top-middle), the two triangular shapes seen just upstream blend together,
and the striations are washed out. Away from the X-line, but still within the current





Figure 6-7: Triangle distributions that uniquely identify the EDR in Bg = 0 simulations
(Figure 6-6) are not clear in the Bg = 1 case. Inflow distributions are still identifiable by
their elongation along the field, and separatrices are a mix of inflow and accelerated electron
populations.
conclude, therefore, that electron distribution functions can serve as an independent means
of verifying that spacecraft measurements are taken within the EDR, in the vicinity of the
X-line.
6.7.2 fe with Bg = 1
With the addition of a guide field, inflow distributions are elongated along both vL and
vM (Figure 6-7). In the separatrix regions and just upstream from the X-line, electrons are
again a mix of inflow and accelerated electrons. At the X-line (top-middle distribution), a
large population of electrons is moving in the −M -direction, but the triangular distribution
is not as clearly visible as in the case without guide field.
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6.8 Cause of EN Offset
Now that we have seen how asymmetries present during reconnection can cause various
types of transition offsets, and that those offsets can be correlated with proximity to the
X-line, we wish to explore further what causes the offset of the normal electric field. In
what follows, we examine the normal component of ~E using Generalized Ohm’s Law
~E = −~V × ~B + 1
en
~J × ~B − 1
en





+∇ · ( ~J ~U + ~U ~J)
]
(6.2)
where e, m, and n represent the charge constant, mass, and density, while ~E, ~B, and
←→
P e
are the electric and magnetic fields, and the electron pressure tensor. The quantities ~V and





~J = ni~Ui − ne~Ue. (6.4)
We explore contributions to the offset using the convective (EC), Hall (EH), and pressure
(EP ) terms: the first, second, and third terms on the right-hand side of equation 6.2.
Figure 6-8 demonstrates how data will be presented. Each column is taken along the
cuts shown in Figure 6-5, with the left column at the X-line and the right column furthest
away. The top row shows the total electric field normal to the current sheet, EN (black),
EC (blue), EH (green), EP (red), and E
′
N = EC + EH + EP (purple). Below that, each
individual term in E′N is shown with EN and the cross product or divergence terms from
which they are derived.
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Figure 6-8: Contributions to the normal electric field when Bg = 0. Without a guide field,
the convective electric field (second row) due to the ion current sheet establish a ~v ~E× ~B drift
in the outflow direction (i.e. a VL). Another consequence of Bg = 0 is that field lines are
not tilted in the M -direction, making JM small. Overall, these two effects create a bipolar
electric field that changes sign in the vicinity of BL = 0.
6.8.1 EN Offsets with Bg = 0
Starting with EC in the second row of Figure 6-8, an earthward-pointing electric field
upstream from the density gradient is observed. It arises from the ion current sheet VM ,
offset to the MSP-side of the reconnection region, interacting with BL. There is no outflow
at the X-line, and no guide field in the simulation, so VLBM is negligible and remains small
even downstream from the reconnection site. As a result, the sign of EC is determined by
the reconnecting magnetic field.
The Hall electric field (third row) arises from electron flow toward and away from the
X-line along the separatrices and across the Hall magnetic field: JLBM , making EH point
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inward toward the current sheet center. Without a guide field, tilt of the separatrices into
the M -direction is minimal and JM is negligible. Downstream, the BH does not distort the
field enough for the JMBL term to become significant. Therefore, the sign of EH is also
determined by the reconnecting field lines as they guide electrons into and out of the EDR.
As EH and EC are the dominant terms, EN reverses sign with BL and EN does develop an
offset, as observed in Figures 6-4 and 6-5.
In Figure 6-8, we noted a dip in density on the MSP-side of the X-line and along the
MSH separatrix. The density gradient is also observed at the X-line, then is pushed outward
toward the MSP farther downstream. These changes in density manifest themselves in the
EP term (bottom row of Figure 6-8) as peaks at the X-line and near the separatrices.
Summing EC , EH , and EP (top row, purple), we see that the first three terms of
equation 6.2 make up the total normal electric field EN . Resistive and inertial terms do not
play a noticeable role at the X-line or downstream.
6.8.2 EN Offsets with Bg = 1
Contributions to EN for the Bg = 1 simulation (Figure 6-9) are computed along the same
1D cuts shown in Figure 6-1a. Similar to the Bg = 0 contributions, the ion current sheet
interacts with the reconnecting field to produce an earthward pointing electric field peak
on the low-density side of the reconnection site. Now, however, the guide field can combine
with EC to produce a ~v ~E× ~B drift along the outflow L-direction (as discussed in Section 6.3,)
which, in turn, enhances EC by interacting with the reconnection electric field. As ion
outflow proceeds downstream, it crosses the separatrix into the exhaust, causing the reversal
of EN to offset from that of BL via the VLEM term.
The guide field also causes the separatrices to be tilted in the M -direction. Thus, flow
of electrons toward and away from the X-line along separatrices also has an M -component.
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Figure 6-9: Contributions to EN along the three cuts shown in Figure 6-1. The top row
displays the normal component of the total electric field (black), convective term (blue),
Hall term (blue), and pressure divergence term (red). Lower rows depict contributions to
each individual term in sequence.
Across the X-line, EH appears unipolar, consistent with theory and spacecraft observations
[Mozer et al., 2008a]. Downstream, however, both cross product terms become increasingly
bipolar, causing EH to point toward the sun on both sides of the reconnection region.
Pressure gradients are strong near the density dip and density gradient. Furthermore,
in the vicinity of the X-line, E′N > EN , indicating the final two terms in equation 6.2, the
resistive and inertial terms, need to be considered here.
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6.9 Discussion
Cluster observations of asymmetric reconnection had revealed a variety of transition offsets,
with the density gradient and the reversal of the normal component of the electric field
being offset from each other and from BL = 0. With the help of simulation and laboratory
experiments presented in this chapter, we were able to correlate transition offsets with
proximity to the X-line.
Four different experimental designs: 2D and 3D simulations with strong guide field, a
2D simulation without guide field, and a laboratory experiment without guide field, show
that transitions in BL, n, and EN occur together only near the X-line. Farther away from
the X-line, transitions begin to separate from one another. These results were shown to
be valid at different locations along the primary current sheet in 3D, at different stages of
temporal evolution in 2D, as well as for both anti-parallel and component reconnection.
Differences between zero and strong initial guide field exist, however. Without a guide
magnetic field, density does not transition directly between the MSH and MSP, but instead
has a small dip on the MSH-side, adjacent to the density gradient. Furthermore, because
BM = 0, the convective electric field upstream from the X-line produced by the ion current
sheet cannot establish a ~v ~E× ~B drift in the outflow direction. A consequence of this is that
the electric field remains bipolar, switching sign in the vicinity of the BL reversal. The
distance between peaks established by the Hall electric field, though, are still correlated
with proximity to the X-line.
In the strong guide field cases, coherent exhaust structures develop away from the X-line
that can but used to further infer proximity to the X-line. Far from the X-line, a density dip
forms along the MSH-separatrix and a peak above ambient MSH values forms within the
exhaust. Closer to the X-line, where the thickness of the dip is approximately equal to the
distance between separatrices, plasma density exhibits a plateau. Furthermore, ion outflow
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crosses the separatrix into the exhaust. The resulting convective electric field creates a peak
in EN , the direction of which depends on the sign of BM .
Estimating proximity to the X-line using single spacecraft, then, involves asking a series
of questions. Are transitions simultaneous? If so, data was taken in close proximity to the
X-line. If not, we ask ourselves two follow-up questions: Does the density profile exhibit a
plateau or a dip along the MSH separatrix? and Is ion outflow on the low-density side of
the density gradient? Depending on the answer to these questions, we can determine if the
satellite is somewhat close or not at all close to the X-line.
More quantitative estimates of distance to the X-line may be achievable if the point at
which ion outflow crosses the separatrix or the width of the density dip can be modeled.
Then, if outflow is earthward of the density gradient or a density plateau is observed, we
could accurately say we are within some number of ion inertial lengths from the X-line. An
analysis leading to these predictions will be the subject of future work.
All 1D profiles shown in this chapter were taken from the dominant X-line and from
an exhaust that are magnetically connected to a simulation boundary. Magnetic islands
with closed exhausts were present in the 2D simulations and lead to the same conclusions in
regard to proximity to the X-line: near the X-line transitions are simultaneous, while farther
away they are offset from one another. The same is true for the non-dominant X-lines’ open
exhaust. However, the structures present in such exhausts can change. For example, within
an island, the density profile does not develop a dip along the MSH separatrix, but a broad
peak that extends across the island. Furthermore, the non-dominant X-line in the Bg = 1
simulation exhibits BM and EN profiles similar to the Bg = 0 simulation.
Electron distribution functions in the Bg = 0 case exhibit triangular shapes with discrete
striations on either side of the X-line which are washed out at the X-line itself. Such
distributions serve to uniquely identify the EDR and serve as an independent method of
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verifying that we are truly in the vicinity of the X-line.
In the next chapter, the above results will be used to estimate proximity to the recon-
nection site for three of the events depicted in Figures 4-1 and 4-2.
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Chapter 7
Estimating Proximity to the
X-line
In Chapter 4, six asymmetric reconnection exhaust crossings by the Cluster spacecraft
illustrate six different offset patterns in the transition of BL, n, ViL and EN from one
side of the MP to the other. In Chapter 5, it was shown that transition offsets arise as a
result of the reconnection process and are not intrinsic to the basic structure of the quiet
magnetopause. Then, it was demonstrated in Chapter 6 that transitions across the MP are
simultaneous only near the reconnection site, and offsets develop with distance from the
X-line. Here, we return to the Cluster events and apply simulation and experimental results
to demonstrate our method of estimating proximity to the X-line.
7.1 Near the X-line
The reconnection event depicted in Figure 4-1b is reproduced in Figure 7-1a. The first step
in estimating proximity to the X-line is to determine if transition offsets are simultaneous. In
Figure 7-1a, transitions in BL, n, and the DC component of EX indeed occur simultaneously
at 18:07:43 UT. Furthermore, the peak ion outflow is earthward of the density gradient.
Comparison to the simulation and experimental results of Chapter 6 leads to the deduction
that Cluster crossed the reconnection exhaust in close proximity to the X-line.
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Figure 7-1: Transition offsets allow us to distinguish a MP crossing that occurred in close
proximity to the X-line (a) from one that occurred farther downstream (b). On 2008-04-
22, the BL and EN sign reversals and the density gradient are simultaneous, while the
ion outflow jet is earthward of the current sheet. These observations indicate that Cluster
crossed the reconnection region in close proximity to the X-line. On 2001-12-03, the density
gradient and normal electric field reversal are offset from BL = 0 and the ion jet is within
the current layer, indicating an exhaust crossing removed from the X-line.
To show that the observed electric field on the low-density side of the reconnection
region is the result of premature ion outflow interacting with the guide field, as discussed in
Section 6.8, we analyze the average normal convective electric field. Following the discussion
of equation 6.1, BM > 0 and ViL > 0, resulting in a sunward convective electric field (Ec > 0)
in the region of ion outflow. The sign difference between observation and simulation (the
blue traces of EN in Figures 6-1 and 6-2) arises because we are comparing a northern
exhaust crossing by Cluster (ViL > 0) to cuts through the southern exhaust in the simulation
(UiL < 0). The southern exhaust was chosen to avoid magnetic islands (flux ropes) present
in the northern exhaust of the 2D (3D) simulation.
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During the interval from 18:07:07.2 to 18:07:32.2 UT in Figure 7-1a, −ViMBL = −0.47 mV/m
points earthward (not shown) while ViL = 252 km/s and BM = 26 nT. Therefore, the second
term in equation 6.1 is 6.55mV/m. The average measured normal electric field for this time
interval is EX = 4.92 mV/m, and thus is primarily due to ion convection across the guide
field, similar to the simulation. A direct comparison of EcN (red) and EX (blue) are shown
in the bottom panel of Figure 7-1a.
7.2 Far from the X-line
For the next example, Figure 4-2c is reproduced in Figure 7-1b. Our initial check of simul-
taneous transitions fails, so we know Cluster was not in close proximity to the X-line. Our
two follow-up questions, then, will help us determine if we are somewhat close, or far away.
To the question of whether or not the ion jet occurs on the low-density side of the density
gradient, we must answer no. Regarding the density profile: Do we see a dip along the MSH
separatrix, or a plateau throughout the exhaust (compare with the green and red traces in
Figure 6-1b)? For Figure 7-1b, our answer depends on the effect of FTEs present in the
observations (discussed below). Therefore, our estimate of proximity is that Cluster crossed
the MP far enough downstream from the X-line that the ion jet was observed within the
exhaust. It is also probable that Cluster was beyond the density plateau region.
Electric field offsets observed by Cluster can be accounted for in the same manner
as those visible in simulations and experiments. Ion jets in Figures 7-1b and 6-1b occur
in the exhaust, between the BL reversal and the density gradient. Both simulation and
observations exhibit a peak in EN in the vicinity of the ion jet. In Figure 7-1b, however,
EN points opposite to that in Figures 7-1a and 6-1b. This results from a dawnward guide
field, so that the second term of equation 6.1 is negative, making EcN < 0. When the ion
jet is earthward of the density gradient (Fig 7-1a), the DC EN reversal is concurrent with
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that of BL. Downstream, where the peak ion outflow is in the MSP-side of the exhaust
(Fig 7-1b), EcN offsets the DC EN reversal.
Upstream of the density gradient, 13λi,MSP ≤ N ≤ 4λi,MSP , ions are flowing along field
lines toward the X-line, similar to the red trace in Fig. 6-2b.
The peak in ni between −3 and 3.6di,MSP could be due to several flux transfer events
(FTEs), visible as bipolar excursions in BN (not shown). FTEs are observed at and on
either side of the BL reversal and have corresponding enhanced core fields in BM and/or
electric fields in EX at 10:57:58, 10:58:16, 10:58:26, 10:58:37, and 10:58:51 UT. Observation
of the FTEs on either side of BL = 0 is in contrast to flux ropes in the 3D simulation, which
are visible only along the MSH boundary of the exhaust (Figure 6-2).
Transition offsets present in this event were mentioned by Retino` et al. [2006]; however,
their focus was wave-particle interactions in the separatrix region. Retino` et al. [2006]
compared the width of the outflow jet to simulations and concluded that Cluster crossed
the exhaust within 20di,MSP of the X-line. Tanaka et al. [2008] searched their simulation
result for a time and location that matched the observations of Retino` et al. [2006] and
placed the crossing at 1.5 − 1.8di,MSP from the X-line. Our interpretation that Cluster
crossed the reconnection exhaust in Figure 7-1b farther from the X-line than in Figure 7-1a
is consistent with these predictions.
Due to the large spacecraft separation, Cluster 3 is the only spacecraft to cross the MP
for this event. Consequently, the MP velocity was determined using the normal component
(nˆ = [0.8208, 0.4133,−0.3943]) of the deHoffmann-Teller frame, ~VHT · nˆ = −12.68 km/s. A
negative ~VHT is consistent with an outbound crossing of the MP.
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7.3 Multi-Spacecraft Application
Now that we have shown how to estimate proximity to the X-line for single spacecraft
events, we apply it in the context of a multi-spacecraft analysis to see how it shapes our
understanding of relative proximity for a cluster of satellites. Figure 7-2 depicts the con-
figuration of Cluster on 25 January 2005. Imagine each satellite crossing the exhaust at
distinct locations, similar to how three separate cuts were taken across the simulation and
experimental domains in Chapter 6. Data from C1, C2, and C4 (C3 did not fully cross the
MP) are overlaid in Figure 7-3. The top two panels show the L- and M -components of the
magnetic field, while the third panel contains HIA density from C1 and CODIF H+ data
from C4. Due its high resolution, spacecraft potential is shown in the fourth panel and
is used as a proxy for the electron density. Electron density from the PEACE instrument
(not shown) revealed similar features to the ion density. The fifth panel contains the ion
outflow velocity (L-component). In the bottom panel, the electric field X-component has
been smoothed with a 0.5 s window (∼ 1/10 the MP crossing time for C1), to remove high
frequency fluctuations.
Data from C2 and C4 have been shifted in time so that their MP crossings line up
with that of C1. To achieve this, a timing analysis was performed by cross-correlating BL
from each spacecraft to that of C1, then using the constant velocity approach described
by Haaland et al. [2004] and Russell et al. [1983]. The magnetopause normal velocity was
found to be vN,MP = −8.6 km/s, consistent with the satellites moving outward into the
MSH. It also agrees with the relative spacecraft positioning, shown in Figure 7-2 relative
to C1. C4 crossed the MP first, followed by C2 after 2.77s, and by C1 after 7.64s. C3 was
displaced farthest in N and did not completely enter into the MSH.
To determine proximity to the X-line, transitions across the MP are examined. Starting
with C1 (black), we see that BL, n (both HIA and spacecraft potential), and EX transition
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Figure 7-2: Positions of Cluster on 2005-01-25. Cluster encountered the magnetopause in
the following order: C4, C2, C1, C3. Note that C2 and C4 are separated by (2,6) λi,MSP in
the (N,L) directions. Their relative closeness in N is consistent with them crossing the MP
is succession; however, they have strikingly different profiles in BL, EX and n, as seen in
Figure fig: 2005-01-25. This distance is accounted for by their separation in the L-direction.
When the MP reaches C1, it has travelled northward so that C1 sees a similar profile to
C2. C3, which is separated farthest in N, does not penetrate fully into the MSH.
simultaneously. In addition, ion outflow is observed on the MSP-side of the density gradient.
These are all indicators that C1 crossed the reconnection site in close proximity to the X-
line. Profiles of C2 (blue) are similar to those of C1, indicating a second MP traversal in
close proximity to the X-line. The magnetopause crossing of C4 occurred over a longer
distance and the spacecraft potential indicates that the density gradient was offset to the
MSP-side of the current layer. Furthermore, ion outflow is observed between the density
gradient and BL reversal. As such, C4 crossed the exhaust downstream from the X-line.
Using proximity estimates, Figure 7-2 can be interpreted in terms of relative positions
with respect to the X-line. C4 was most South and crossed the northern reconnection
exhaust (ViL > 0) farther from the X-line than either C1 or C2. Next, C2 make a close
encounter with the reconnection site, indicating that the X-line moved North, past C4, in
the opposite direction expected if the X-line were travelling with the electron diamagnetic
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Figure 7-3: Satellite observations depicting how transitions in the magnetic field, electric
field, and plasma density vary with distance from the X-line. The purple shaded box
highlights the times when C1 (black) and C2 (blue) crossed the current layer. Within the
1.5λi,MSP wide region, the reconnection component of the magnetic field, BL, reverses, the
out-of-plane component, BM , has a clear bipolar signature, and the density, n, and the
spacecraft potential fall to magnetospheric levels. The bipolar Hall electric field is visible,
straddling the left edge of the box. C4, shown in red, experiences more gradual transitions
in BL and n, while the Hall electric field is displaced 2.2λi,MSP from the current sheet
center. The ion outflow jet for C1 (C4) is beyond (inside of) the Hall electric field. Data
has been shifted in time so that the BL transitions align. Time has been converted to
distance via the constant velocity approach.
drift velocity [Swisdak et al., 2003]. The X-line continued drifting North until its encounter
with C1.
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7.3.1 Currents and Electron Distributions Near the X-line
Knowing that C1 crossed the MP in close proximity to the X-line, we can make estimates of
the current and search for potential regions where energy dissipation is occurring. Figure 7-
4 displays the vector magnetic field, parallel and antiparallel electron counts and the two-
component electric field in DSI in the top four panels. The bottom two panels are estimates







which assumes that changes in the magnetic field measured over time are due to spacial
structures passing over the spacecraft as the magnetopause travels along its normal with
velocity VMP,N . In the penultimate panel, JFGM was computed using the FGM magnetic
field while in the bottom panel, JMRG uses the merged product described in Chapter 3. Note
that much of the signal visible in JMRG is not visible above the noise in JFGM . Specifically,
currents at theBL reversal and in the separatrix regions are stand out in the merged product.
Using the dataset merging technique with the upcoming MMS mission in combination with
its three-axis electric field instrument can provide us with an understanding of energy
dissipation in the vicinity of the X-line.
As an independent check that C1 traversed the MP close to the X-line, we can check
electron distribution functions for triangular-shaped distributions, as in Sections 6.7. Fig-
ure 7-5 shows electron distributions in v‖-v⊥ space as measured during the MP crossing,
ordered by satellite crossing time from top to bottom (C4, C2, C1, C3), and by time from
left to right. Each half of a distribution is accumulated over 1/8-th of a second, while an
entire distribution spans 4s. Magnetospheric electron populations are tenuous and hot, so
that distributions in v‖-v⊥ space have a large velocity range, as seen in the first distri-
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Figure 7-4: Estimates of the current density over an interval surrounding a possible en-
counter with the EDR. The bottom two panels are current density computed from the
FGM and merged data products. Note that the merged product has less noise and clearer
signal. Specifically, it exhibits strong currents near BL = 0, close to the X-line.
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butions of C1 and C3, outlined in blue. Magnetosheath distributions are distinguished by
their higher phase-space density and colder temperatures (which translates to smaller range
in velocity space), as in the distributions observed by C4 after 14:50 UT (in particular, the
distribution outline in green).
Magnetosphere inflow distributions are elongated along v‖ (blue), similar to the sim-
ulations. Distributions from C1 and C3 that are outlined in red resemble the triangular
shapes observed in the simulations near the X-line (Figure 6-6). Although the distributions
were not taken near BL = 0, they are within the separatrix region, where both C1 and C3
remained for an extended period of time. Sampling a single region of space may provide a
better opportunity to observe triangular distributions than a quick traversal of the current
sheet, where several regions and populations of electrons have a chance to muddy the dis-
tribution functions. The remaining distributions are either from the MSP inflow region or
from the MSH.
7.4 Summary
Two Cluster AMR events were used to demonstrate how our new method of estimating
proximity to the reconnection site can be applied to single spacecraft observations. The
first event was observed in close proximity to the X-line, where transitions across the MP
were simultaneous. For the second event, transitions were offset from one another. Cluster
was removed from the X-line far enough for the ion jet to be observed within the exhaust
and a density dip to form along the MSH separatrix.
Next, the method was applied in a multi-spacecraft analysis during which both C1 and
C2 traversed the MP in close proximity to the X-line, while the traversal of C4 was more
remote. Knowledge of proximity to the reconnection site and relative spacecraft separation
led to the conclusion that the X-line moved North throughout the event. Furthermore, the
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Figure 7-5: C1 and C3 make an extended encounter with the separatrix region and observe
possible triangular shapes in the electron distributions outlined in red. On either side, MSP
inflow distributions are detected (e.g. those outlined in blue). Within the current layer,
distributions are predominantly MSH-like (e.g. the purple distribution).
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merged data product developed in Chapter 3 was shown to provide a better estimate of the
current density than the FGM data product, and revealed enhanced currents in the region
where C1 experienced the BL reversal. Just prior to the current sheet crossing, C1 and
C3 made an encounter with the separatrix and detected possible triangular shapes in the
electron distribution functions.
With higher time resolution electron instruments and a third electric field component,
as will be available on MMS, such observations could be used to quantify the amount of




Beginning with an overview of the global magnetic reconnection process, we showed how
field lines from the day-side magnetopause reconnect with the interstellar magnetic field
and are dragged into the magnetotail. Increased magnetic pressure squeezes the tail and
establishes a second reconnection site that serves to restore magnetic flux back toward the
earth. Magnetotail reconnection is symmetric, with field and plasma properties equal on
either side of the reconnection site. At the magnetopause, however, the solar wind carries
with it field and plasma conditions foreign to the magnetosphere. As a result, magnetic
field strength, plasma density, and plasma temperature vary across the magnetopause and
reconnection is asymmetric.
A closer look at the symmetric reconnection site reveals the dynamic structural changes
that result from the reconnection process. Ions and electrons diffuse from the magnetic
field at different spacial scales, generating outflow jets and Hall electric and magnetic fields.
When asymmetries are added to the picture, more changes occur. The stagnation point
and X-line separate from one another, and ion outflow is biased toward the magnetosphere.
Hall electric and magnetic field signatures are modified as well.
Changes to magnetic topology, plasma transport across boundaries, energy conversion
from stored magnetic energy to particle kinetic energy, plasma heating, and other key recon-
nection processes are tied to the X-line, making it an important point to locate. However, its
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small scale size has made direct detection difficult. Current methods of locating the recon-
nection X-line have worked well for symmetric reconnection, but do not uniquely identify
the X-line when asymmetries are present. In this thesis, we proposed a new method of
locating the X-line during asymmetric magnetic reconnection.
Our motivation came from examination of the quantities affected by asymmetries. Mag-
netic field and density asymmetries, biased outflow jets, and modified Hall electric and
magnetic fields manifest themselves in the measured values of BL, n, ViL, EN , and BM ,
respectively. Investigation of the manner in which these quantities change across the mag-
netopause during many exhaust crossings should reveal universal characteristics of AMR,
if they exist. Therefore, we began our search for the X-line by examining Cluster AMR
events with the hope that structural changes that result from asymmetries can be correlated
with the spacial evolution of the exhaust away from the X-line. Results of the initial study
revealed that the density gradient can be concurrent with the magnetic field reversal or
removed from it by 120di toward the MSP. The normal electric field reversal can also be
concurrent with the BL reversal or offset to the MSP-side of the current layer, on either
side of the density gradient. Ion outflow occurs on the MSP-side of the exhaust or in the
upstream region, earthward of the density gradient. Each exhaust crossing exhibited differ-
ent offsets of between the BL and EX reversals, density gradient, and location of peak ion
outflow as the measured quantities transitioned across the MP.
We then wished to demonstrate that transition offsets are a direct result of the recon-
nection process and not characteristic of the quiet magnetopause. During quiet periods,
the magnetopause serves as a barrier between the magnetosheath and magnetosphere, pre-
venting plasma populations from penetrating to the opposite side. As a result, the density
gradient and velocity shear across the magnetopause are co-aligned with the magnetic field
reversal. The normal electric field displays no obvious spacial dependence over the same
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region and is relatively weak. During reconnection, on the other hand, MSP and MSH ions
mix within the diffusion region and MSH plasma penetrates into the MSP. The density
gradient offsets to the MSP-side of the current layer, and the DC electric field experiences
a sign reversal, also offset from BL = 0.
To understand the nature of the transition offsets, we turned to computer simulations
and laboratory experiments. One dimensional cuts were taken across the asymmetric re-
connection exhaust to mimic the way a satellite fleet may encounter the MP and observe
structural changes. We discovered that only within 5de of the X-line do the reconnecting
component of the magnetic field, density, and normal component of the electric field transi-
tion together. Thus, we provide a means of identifying when a satellite is in close proximity
to the X-line. Our results were shown to hold for 2D and 3D simulations, at early and
late simulation times, at different locations along the primary electron current sheet, for
antiparallel and component reconnection, and in a laboratory experiment with no initial
guide field.
In addition to being able to identify the reconnection site, we can estimate proximity to
it. During reconnection with a strong guide field, ion outflow is observed directly upstream
from the reconnection site. As ions travel downstream, they eventually cross the separatrix
and enter the exhaust. Ion density also develops a dip along the MSH separatrix far from the
X-line. Closer to the X-line, as the separatrices converge on one another, the width of the
density dip become equal to the distance between separatrices, resulting in a density plateau
extending throughout the entire exhaust. Our method of estimating proximity to the X-
line, then, consists of a series of questions: Are transitions in BL, n, and EX concurrent? If
so, the satellite was close to the reconnection site. If not, we ask two follow-up questions: Is
ion outflow earthward of the density gradient? and Is a dip or plateau visible in the density
profile? Depending on our answer to these questions, we can determine if the spacecraft
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crossed the exhaust somewhat close or not at all close to the X-line. A more quantitative
answer could be established by determining exactly where ion outflow crosses the exhaust,
and how wide the density dip is.
Reconnection with zero guide field exhibits exhaust profiles that are slightly different
from the strong guide field case. At the X-line, density does not transition directly from
high to low (or vice versa). Instead, there is a density dip on the MSH-side, adjacent to the
density gradient. Ion outflow is not observed upstream from the X-line, and the DC electric
field reversal does not offset from that of BL. Therefore, to augment our search for the X-
line, we looked at electron distribution functions. Triangular shaped distribution function
with discrete striations serve to uniquely identify the X-line and as an independent check
of our method. In the strong guide-field case, distributions reveal electron acceleration in
the vicinity of the X-line, but obvious triangular shapes are not visible.
Investigation into the reason for electric field offsets revealed that a convective electric
field, caused by the interaction of the ion current sheet with the reconnecting magnetic field,
combines with the guide field to generate a ~v ~E× ~B drift in the outflow direction. This drift
accounts for observations of premature ion outflow upstream from the X-line. Ion outflow
across the guide field self-consistently generates a second convective electric field component
– one that depends on the location of the ion jet. As ions propagate downstream and cross
the separatrix into the exhaust, the new convective electric field component shifts inward
as well, offsetting the DC electric field reversal from that of BL. Without a guide field, the
~v ~E× ~B cannot be established. Hence, no electric field offset is observed in simulations and
experiments without guide field.
Finally, we returned to three of the Cluster case studies to demonstrate how our method
of estimating proximity to the X-line could be applied to single and multi-spacecraft obser-
vations of reconnection. Two single spacecraft reconnection events served to illustrate how
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we can identify an exhaust crossing in close proximity to the X-line and how to distinguish
it from a crossing that occurred far from the reconnection site. Applying the method in
a multi-spacecraft context revealed aspects of the X-line geometry and motion. Electron
distributions from one satellite that crossed the MP in close proximity to the X-line reveal
triangular shapes. Enhanced currents were also observed in the vicinity of the reconnec-
tion site. Estimates of current density using the dataset merging technique developed in
Chapter 3 showed changes to the magnetic field not captured by the FGM instrument,






In this chapter, the various coordinate systems in which data is presented are described.
These include the various boundary normal coordinates, different frames associated with
particular instruments or states of the Cluster spacecraft, and geocentric systems.
A.1 Boundary Normal Coordinates
Boundary Normal Coordinates (BNC) define a system describing the orientation of a local
discontinuity, assumed to be 1D. The direction normal to the discontinuity, nˆ, can be deter-
mined via several of the analysis methods presented in appendices (see, e.g., Appendix B. In
the case of minimum, maximum or constrained variance analyses, the other two orthonormal
coordinates, denoted mˆ and lˆ, are also determined by the analysis method and are tangent
to the discontinuity. For methods that only provide nˆ, such as the cross product method
(Section B.2) or the deHoffmann-Teller Analysis (Appendix E), lˆ is formed by crossing nˆ
with yˆGSE and zˆ completes the right-handed system. BNC are also referred to as LMN
coordinates with L, M, and N corresponding to lˆ, mˆ, and nˆ, respectively.
A.2 FGM Spin Reference
The fluxgate magnetometer’s (FGM) spin reference (FSR) frame points along the axes of
the FGM sensor and is spinning with the spacecraft.
A.3 Geocentric Solar Ecliptic
The Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE) coordinate system has its x-axis pointing along a line
that extends from the center of the earth to the center of the sun. Its z-axis is perpendicular
to x-axis and lies in the plane that contains x-axis and the geographic pole of Earth. The
y-axis completes the right-handed system and points towards dusk.
A.4 Geocentric Equatorial Inertial
In Geocentric Equatorial Inertial (GEI) coordinates, the X-axis points from the Earth
toward the first point of Aires (the position of the sun at the vernal equinox), such that x lies
along the intersection of the equatorial and ecliptic planes. The z-axis points along Earth’s
axis of rotation, and y complets the right-handed system. In spherical coordinate notation,
GEI represents the coordinate system of the celestial sphere in which right ascension and
declination are measured.
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A.5 Inverted Spin Reference
The Inverted Spin Reference (ISR2) system (also known as the despun solar inverted, or
DSI, system) is the same as SR2 (described below), but with the z-direction inverted to
point North. To maintain a right-handed system, the y-axis points duskward so that the
system as a whole resembles GSE (above), but with a slight 2◦ – 7◦ tilt of the spin axis
away from z-GSE to maintain x and y in the spin-plane of the spacecraft.
A.6 Spin Reference
SR2 is the Spin Reference system. Its z-axis points along the spin axis of the spacecraft,
which is pointing South. The x-direction is determined by the sun-sensor and hence points
as sunward as possible while still being in the spin-plane of the satellite. To complete the




Minimum variance analysis attempts find the direction normal to a discontinuity through
the analysis of data from a single spacecraft. The normal direction is used to construct a
boundary normal coordinate system (section A.1) that shares a plane, defined by a normal
vector, with the discontinuity. Several techniques have been developed for this purpose,
and all that are discussed here can be found in Daly and Paschmann [1998].
B.1 Properties of a 1D Discontinuity
Consider a 1D (∂/∂x = 0, ∂/∂y = 0) planar discontinuity with its normal along the z-axis
of an as yet undetermined coordinate system. From the divergence of ~B,




it is seen that the z-component of the mangetic field is constant along the direction normal
to the discontinuity. Furthermore, from Faraday’s Law






it is seen that Bz is also time-independent.
B.2 Normal Vector: Minimum Number of Measurements
Consider three independent measurements of the magnetic field: ~B(1) and ~B(3) are taken
on either side of the discontinuity, and ~B(2) is taken somewhere within the discontinuity.
Due to the constancy of Bz,
~B(1) · nˆ = ~B(2) · nˆ = ~B(3) · nˆ
Subtracting ~B(2) · nˆ from each term,
( ~B(1) − ~B(2)) · nˆ = ( ~B(3) − ~B(2)) · nˆ = 0
indicating that the difference vectors ∆ ~B(12) and ∆ ~B(32) are tangent to the discontinuity.
The normal component, then, is the normalized cross product of the differences:
nˆ = ± (
~B(1) − ~B(2))× ( ~B(3) − ~B(2))∣∣∣( ~B(1) − ~B(2))× ( ~B(3) − ~B(2))∣∣∣ (B.1)
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Note that equation B.1 is not based on the assumption ~B · nˆ = 0. To see this, dot ~B
with nˆ
Bn = ~B · nˆ = ~B · ± (
~B(1) − ~B(2))× ( ~B(3) − ~B(2))∣∣∣( ~B(1) − ~B(2))× ( ~B(3) − ~B(2))∣∣∣
Because Bz is constant, we can choose ~B = ~B
(1) without any loss off generality. Distributing




( ~B(1) × ~B(3))− ( ~B(1) × ~B(2))− ( ~B(2) × ~B(3)) + ( ~B(2) × ~B(2))
]
∣∣∣( ~B(1) − ~B(2))× ( ~B(3) − ~B(2))∣∣∣
The first two terms in the numerator are perpendicular to ~B(1) and so are zero, and the
last term is zero, leaving
Bn = ±
~B(1) · ( ~B(2) × ~B(3))∣∣∣( ~B(1) − ~B(2))× ( ~B(3) − ~B(2))∣∣∣
If the difference vectors AB = ∆ ~B(12) and BC = ∆ ~B(32) are not aligned, then exactly
three measurements are needed to determine a unique normal (i.e. eq. B.1). If the two
vectors are aligned, however, the normal can point in any direction perpendicular to ABC.
In this case, an additional assumption is needed; typically that ~B · nˆ = 0. Under such
an assumption, ~B(1) and ~B(3) are tangent to (or coplanar with) the discontinuity and the
normal can be determined as
nˆ = ±
~B(1) × ~B(3)∣∣∣ ~B(1) × ~B(3)∣∣∣ (B.2)
For tangential discontinuities such as these, the current density is unidirectional.






















Recalling that ∂/∂x = ∂/∂y = 0 and noting that ∆ ~By = 0, all terms except one vanish





Going back to eq. B.1, if ~B(1) or ~B(3) are approximately equal to ~B(2), then nˆ is 0/0
and undefined. Furthermore, systematic offsets in the measurements of ~B do no affect nˆ
because it involves the differences of vectors.
Typically, more than one measurement is available on either side of and within the
discontinuity. Each different set of vectors can produce a slightly different normal direction.
The next section will develop a method of determining a single estimate of the normal
direction using all available data.
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B.3 Minimum Variance of the Magnetic Field (MVAB)
Fortunately, satellite instruments can take many more than three measurements in a single
crossing of a discontinuity. Unfortunately, data often contains systematic and random
errors. Additionally, realistic discontinuities will have 2D, 3D, and temporal variations. To
deal with these factors (except for teporal variations in nˆ), we estimate the normal direction
by identifying the direction in space along which a set of mangetic field measurements, ~B(m)
(m = 1, 2, . . . ,M), varies the least (i.e. the direction in which ∂ ~B(m)/∂z ≈ 0). Doing so
















is the average measured magnetic field, and the minimization is subject to the constraint




σ2 − λ (|nˆ|2 − 1)] = 0 (B.4)
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i = 〈Bi〉 〈Bj〉,
λni = 〈BiBj〉 − 〈Bi〉 〈Bj〉 − 〈Bi〉 〈Bj〉+ 〈Bi〉 〈Bj〉
= 〈BiBj〉 − 〈Bi〉 〈Bj〉
Using the variance matrix MBµν = 〈BµBν〉 − 〈Bµ〉 〈Bν〉
MBµνnν = λnµ (B.5)
where Einstein’s summation convention is implied.
The variance matrix Mµν is symmetric so the three eigenvalues, λ1, λ2, and λ3, are
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real. Their corresponding eigenvectors, ~x1, ~x2, and ~x3, point in the direction of minimum,
intermediate, and maximum variance, respectively, of the magnetic field. This convention
has been chosen for the convenience of studying reconnection at the subsolar magnetopause
where ~x1, ~x2, and ~x3 map to GSE x, y, and z, respectively. Their directions are inherently
ambiguous, but are chosen so that the x-GSE component of ~x1 points towards the sun, the





For a one dimensional (∂/∂x = ∂/∂y = 0), time independent (∂/∂t = 0) layer, Faraday’s
Law gives








implying that components of ~E tangent to the layer, Ex and Ey are constant throughout
the layer (note that time independence was not an explicit requirement of MVAB). At the
magnetopause, the tangential magnetic field and/or bulk velocity can change sign and/or
magnitude across the layer (∂ ~B/∂z and ∂~U/∂z are large) so that the normal component
of the electric field changes drastically across the layer. As such, the maximum variance
component will serve as a predictor for the normal direction to the layer.
In a frame moving with the plasma, the electric field is given by
~E(m)′ = ~E(m) + unnˆ× ~B(m) (C.1)
where ~E(m) is the electric field measured in the spacecraft frame. Substituting ~E(m)′ for ~B in
equation B.5, the maximization problem involves solving for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors














The normal direction, then, corresponds to the eigenvector associated with the maximum
eigenvector. Note that ~E(m)′ is itself dependent on the normal vector and velocity, un and
nˆ, and so must be solved in an interative manner. Typically, this is done by using un = 0 to
get an initial estimate of the normal direction, then by performing any number of iterations
until un does not change.
If the measured electric field is not known with sufficient accuracy or all three com-
ponents are unavailable, the convective electric field Ec = −~U (m) × ~B(m) can be used as
a proxy for ~E(m), and if the electron bulk velocity U
(m)
e is known, it can be used in the





When additional information about the discontinuity is known, it can be used to constrain
the direction of the normal vector. The constraints, then, can be implemented into the
minimization problem (i.e. in equation B.4) with additional Lagrange multipliers, similar
to the initial constraint |n|2 = 1.
D.1 Multispacecraft Constraint
As an example of constrained minimum variance, consider an encounter with the magne-
topause by the Cluster satellites. Furthermore, assume that the interspacecraft spacing is
small so that the magnetopause velocity can be considered constant. Our constraint will
state that the magnetopause propagated from SC1 to SC2 at the same speed as it did from






· nˆ = 0
(V12 − V13) · nˆ = 0
∆~V · nˆ = 0 (D.1)
where i = 1, 2, 3, 4 refers to the individual spacecraft, ~rij = ~rj−~ri is the spacecraft separation
vector, and tij = tj = ti is the time delay between spacecraft observation of the discontinuity.
With this, the minimization problem becomes
∇n ·
[
σ2 − λ (|nˆ|2 − 1)− 2Γ(~V · nˆ)] = 0 (D.2)
where λ and 2Γ are Lagrange multipliers (the factor of 2 is for later convenience). The
derivatives of the first two terms with respect to the nˆ direction are the same as in Sec-
tion B.3 while that of the last term is 2Γ~V , with the result
0 = 2MBµνnν − 2λnµ − 2ΓVµ
MBµνnν − λnµ = ΓVµ (D.3)
Using the eigenbasis of MBµν so that M
B
µνnν = λinµ and assuming that λi 6= λ (i.e. the
eigenvalues of the minimum variance basis are not the same as those of the constrained
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minimum variance basis),
(λi − λ)ni = ΓVi
ni =
ΓVi
(λi − λ) (D.4)
where (n1, n2, n3) and (V1, V2, V3) represent the components of the constrained normal nˆ and
constraining velocity ~V along the (unconstrained) minimum, intermediate and maximum
variance directions (i.e. as they appear in the eigenbasis of MBµν). To find the constrained















(λi − λ) = 0 (D.6)
This is a quadratic equation in λ and the roots λ = [λMin, λMax] correspond to the con-
strained minimum and maximum variance directions. To find the normal direction, substi-
tute λMin into eqs. D.5 and D.4.
D.2 Constraints of the form ~v · nˆ = 0
In general, any vector that is perpendicular to the boundary normal, ~v · nˆ = 0, can be used
as a constraint. Consider a vector ~v = |v|eˆ constrained to lie in the plane perpendicular to
the boundary normal nˆ (eˆ ∗ nˆ = 0). We can construct a projection matrix ←→P that projects
all vectors into the plane perpendicular to eˆ. Call this plane P. Because eˆ ∗ nˆ = 0, nˆ lies in
plane P so that if we project nˆ into the plane P, we get nˆ back:
←→
P nˆ = nˆ. From here, it
follows that our minimization problem becomes
MBµν nˆ = λnˆ
MBµν
←→




Multiplying on the left by (
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P nˆ = λnˆ (D.7)






P is zero because the
projection of any vector onto ~e is zero. It will also turn out to be degenerate because ~e can
point in any direction in the plane perpendicular to ~n. Our initial minimization problem






P will be associated with the minimum and maximum
variance direction of the magnetic field in the plane P.
It is worth noting that the final result is reminiscent of a transformation from the mini-
mum variance eigenbasis to the constrained minimum variance basis, i.e.
←→
M →←→P ←→M←→P T ,






P nˆ = λnˆ as above. However, an eigen-
value of the projection matrix
←→
P is zero, making
←→
P non-invertible. Hence, it cannot be




The deHoffmann-Teller (HT) frame was originally introduced by De Hoffmann and Teller
[1950] in the context of shocks. Sonnerup et al. [1987] developed the least variace approach
described below, and a general review of the method can be found in Daly and Paschmann
[1998]. Consider a 1D (∂/∂x = 0, ∂/∂y = 0), planar discontinuity whose normal lies in the
zˆ direction. From the divergence of ~B,




so that Bz in independent of z. Faraday’s Law, then, states that






Due to the assumed 1D nature of the layer, (∇× ~E)z = 0, indicating that the components
of ~E tangent to the discontinuity must remain constant. Furthermore, the z-component of




Thus, in the frame of the discontinuity, the tangential electric field vanishes. A frame of
reference moving with respect to the discontinuity, such as that of a satellite, introduces
an additional convective electric field such that ~E = Ec = −~v × ~B. An HT analysis,
then, invovles a Galilean transformation into the frame of the 1D discontinuity where the
tangential components of ~E, and hence ~Ec, vanish.
It is particularly useful to use the convective electric field for satellites missions such
as Cluster, which measures only the two components of the electric field that lie in the
spin-plane. Ec, then, provices a 3D proxy to the electric field when only 2D measurements
are available. However, in the context of space plasmas, the condition ~E = −~v × ~B is
only satisfied in regions describable by ideal MHD, where inertial and resistive terms in the
Generalized Ohm’s Law are negligible. As applied to magnetic reconnection, this condition
limits our analysis to regions outside of the ion diffusion region.
Our initial consideration will proceed along the lines of finding a frame in which Ec
vanishes. Following this, the method will be adapted to finding a frame in which the total
electric field vanishes (i.e. when measurements of the 3D electric field are possible). A
discussion follows that extends the first approach to include the ion diffusion region so long
as electrons can still be treated as a fluid. Finally, the method will be adapted to allow
for a constant acceleration of the discontinuity along its normal. While other minimization
parameters can be minimized to yield the HT velocity (see Daly and Paschmann [1998]),
they were not used in the development of the thesis and so are omitted.
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Consider a 1D, time independent discontinuity as described above. If the electric field
in the instrument frame is ~E, then the electric field in the HT frame is
~E′ = ~E + ~VHT × ~B = 0 (E.1)
In this sense, the HT frame moves with a constant velocity perpendicular to the magnetic
field. Because we are considering regions in which ideal MHD applies, ions and electrons
are frozen-in to the magnetic field. Thus field and plasma flow on either side of the layer
are steady:






Note that the condition ~E′ = 0 is overly restrictive. It would be sufficient to find a
frame in which (∇ × ~E′)z = 0. To find spatial gradients, however, at least four satellites
are required. This is possible with the Cluster mission, and has been applied to magnetic
field data as an estimator of the current density [Dunlop et al., 1988] and for the purposes
of determining the speed and orientation of the magnetopause [Haaland et al., 2004]. It
has yet to be applied to the electric field. A discussion along these lines is presented in
Appendix G.
E.1 Minimum Number of Measurements
While modern instruments are able to sample the magnetic and electric fields multiple times
per second, particle instruments must complete an entire spacecraft rotation to provide
moments of the distribution function. On Cluster, the spin rate is once per four seconds.
Contrast this with magnetopause crossing times, which can be on the order of tens of
seconds. It is important, then, to consider the minimum number of measurements required
to determine the existence of an HT frame. In doing so, many of the limitations of the
method will become apparent.
E.1.1 A Single Measurement
Consider a single, simultaneous measurment of the electric and magnetic field are taken,
~E(1) and ~B(1). Solving eqn. E.1 for ~VHT by crossing with ~B
(1),
~E′ × ~B(1) = ( ~E + ~VHT × ~B(1))× ~B(1) = 0
0 = ~E(1) × ~B(1) + (~VHT × ~B(1))× ~B(1)
Using identity H.5 this becomes
~E(1) × ~B(1) − (~VHT ~B(1)) · ~B(1) + ~B(1)( ~B(1) · ~VHT ) = 0
~E(1) × ~B(1) − ~VHT
∣∣∣ ~B(1)∣∣∣2 + v‖B(1) ~B(1) = 0
~E(1) × ~B(1) + v‖B(1) ~B(1) = ~VHT
∣∣∣ ~B(1)∣∣∣2
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where v‖ is an arbitrary velocity component along the magnetic field. Therefore, an HT
frame exists, but it is not unique.
E.1.2 Two Measurements
Now consider two simultaneous measurements, ( ~E(1), ~B(1)) and ( ~E(2), ~B(2)). Each must
satisfy eqn. E.1
~E(1) + ~VHT × ~B(1) = 0
~E(2) + ~VHT × ~B(2) = 0. (E.3)
In a coordinate system with zˆ along the normal, ~B(1) and ~B(2) lie in the xy-plane. Dotting
eqns. E.3 with the normal, zˆ,
zˆ · ~E(1) + zˆ · (~VHT × ~B(1)) = 0
zˆ · ~E(2) + zˆ · (~VHT × ~B(2)) = 0
Permuting the first and second terms (identities H.1 and H.6)
~E(1) · zˆ + ~VHT · ( ~B(1) × zˆ) = 0
~E(2) · zˆ + ~VHT · ( ~B(2) × zˆ) = 0
Moving VHT to the other side and permuting the cross product (identity H.3)
~E(1) · zˆ = ~VHT · (zˆ × ~B(1)) (E.4)
~E(2) · zˆ = ~VHT · (zˆ × ~B(2)) (E.5)




































































































































Now, to get the final component, cross eqn. E.3 with zˆ
zˆ × ~E(1) + zˆ × (~VHT × ~B(1)) = 0
zˆ × ~E(2) + zˆ × (~VHT × ~B(2)) = 0
Again, using the identity H.5
zˆ × ~E(1) + ~VHT (zˆ · ~B(1))− ~B(1)(zˆ · ~VHT ) = 0
zˆ × ~E(2) + ~VHT (zˆ · ~B(2))− ~B(2)(zˆ · ~VHT ) = 0
and after noting that zˆ · ~B = 0
zˆ × ~E(1) = ~B(1)(~VHT · zˆ)
zˆ × ~E(2) = ~B(2)(~VHT · zˆ) (E.8)
Breaking the first of these into its components




































= ~E(1) · ~B(1)
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The same argument can be applied to the second vector pair. Thus, for an HT frame
to exist, the electric and magnetic fields must be perpendicular for each measured pair. In
addition, the two equations E.8 provide a single value for VHT,z. To see this, dot the two
equations with their respective ~B measurements
~B(1) · ~B(1)(~VHT · zˆ) = ~B(1) · (zˆ × ~E(1))
~B(2) · ~B(2)(~VHT · zˆ) = ~B(2) · (zˆ × ~E(2))
Equating ~VHT · zˆ after dividing by | ~B|2 and permuting the triple product (identity H.6),
(~VHT · zˆ) =
~E(1) × ~B(1)
| ~B(1)|2 · zˆ =
~E(2) × ~B(2)
| ~B(2)|2 · zˆ (E.9)
implying that the drift velocity must be the same on either side of the discontinuite,
(~v
(1)
~E× ~B)z = (~v
(2)
~E× ~B)z, for an HT frame to exist. Thus, the plasma velocity in the HT
frame is parallel to the magnetic field.
E.2 Minimization of the Convective Electric Field
Instruments are often able to record many data samples during a single magnetopause
crossing. For multiple vector pairs, the conditions described in Section E.1 must hold for
each pair. Since this is unlikely to be precisely satisfied, we take the approach of minimizing
the mean square of the electric field in the HT frame. As described earlier, the electric field
will be approximated by the convective electric field using measurements of the bulk velocity












|(~v(m) − ~V )× ~B(m)|2 (E.10)
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The HT velocity, ~VHT , is the frame velcity ~V that minimizes D(~V ), i.e. that satisfies

























































−(|B(m)r |2 −B(m)r B(m)q )v(m)q + (|B(m)r |2 −B(m)r B(m)q )Vq
]
Converting from vector notation to index notation and noting that V is independent of
m, so that the gradient can be moved inside the sum, where 1j = ∂Vj/partialVj . Bringing
the term with v
(m)
q to the other side of the equal sign, pulling a |B(m)|2 out of each term,







































≡ |B(m)|2P (m)µν (E.11)
be the the matrix projection, Pµν , into the plane perpendicular to ~B
(m), multiplied by the




















K (m) · ~v(m)
〉
(E.13)
E.3 Minimization of the Measured Electric Field
If 3D electric field measurements ~E(m) are availble and are sufficiently accurate, and we limit
our discussion to regions where the laws of ideal MHD are valid, then the plasma velocity
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in eqn. E.10 becomes the ~E × ~B drift velocity with an arbitrary parallel component:
~v(m) =
~E(m) × ~B(m)
| ~B(m)|2 + v‖
~B(m)
| ~B(m)|














































This frame is not unique, but can be moving with an arbitrary velocity parallel to the
magnetic field.
E.4 Minimization of the Electron Convective Electric Field
For ideal Hall MHD, the generalized Ohm’s law is
~E + ~ve × ~B + 1
nee
∇pe = 0 (E.15)
so that
~˜E = ~E +
1
nee
∇pe = −~ve × ~B = 0
In this two-fluid model, the electron fluid remains frozen-in to the magnetic field. By
replacing v with ve in eqn. E.13, one effectively minimizes ~˜E, removing the intrisic electric
field due to electron pressure gradients. In the context of reconnection, the frame is valid
down to the electron diffusion region, where electrons decouple from the magnetic field and
kinetic effects become important.
E.5 Quality Estimates
Two quality estimates can be derived directly from eqn. E.10. The first results from the
residual electric field in the HT frame
~E′ = 0 = −(~v(m) − ~VHT )× ~B(m)
Rearranging,
~v(m) × ~B(m) = ~VHT × ~B(m)
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Plotting the convective electric field in the instrument frame versus that generated by the
frame itself should result in a correlation coefficient close to unity (c2 ∼ 1).
The second quality estimate involves the ratio of the mean-squared electric field in the
instrument frame to that of the HT frame. For a perfect HT frame, the ratio should be
zero:
D(~VHT )/D(0) = 0
This is merely the fraction of the original electric field remaining after transformation into
the HT frame. It follows that the two estimators should sum to one:
c2 +D(~VHT )/D(0) = 1
E.6 Wale´n Test
During magnetopause reconnection, by the time ions have turned downstream and be-
come remagnetized, they have been accelerated to near the Alfve´n speed. Component-by-
component scatter plots of the of the plasma velocity in the HT frame, ~v(m)′ = ~v(m) − VHT




(m) is the mass density) should result in
a regression coefficient (slope of a least-squares fit) between 0.6 and 1. Such a comparison
is known as a Wale´n test.
E.7 Accerated HT Frame
In this section we extend the minimization procedure to account for a first-order time-
dependence of the HT frame. Consider a disconintuity undergoing a constant acceleration.
The HT frame then moves at a velocity described by VHT (t) = V0 + aHT t and our mini-










|~v(m) − (~V0 − aHT t(m))× ~B(m)|2 (E.16)















α − aHTαt(m) − V0α)
]2}
Minimizing, then, means dD = ∂D∂V0dV0 + ∂D∂aHTdaHT = 0. Because the V0 and aHT
are independent, the partial derivatives themselves must be zero. Finding ∂D∂V0 first, we
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β − aHTβt(m) − V0β)
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)q [|B(m)|2δαβ −B(m)α B(m)β ] v(m)β (E.18)
the previous expression can be simplified to
0 = −(Kαβ)0v(m)β + (Kαβ)0VHTβ + (Kαβ)1aHTβ








K 0 · ~V0 +←→K 1 · ~aHT (E.19)
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β − aHTβt(m) − V0β)
}








(−|B(m)|2δαβ −B(m)α B(m)β )v(m)β
+(−|B(m)|2δαβ −B(m)α B(m)β )V0β









+ (Kαβ)1 V0β + (Kαβ)2 aHTβ








K 1 · ~V0 +←→K 2 · ~aHT (E.20)










































































































from which V0 can be derived by substitution into eqn.E.21.
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Appendix F
Timing Analysis: Determining the
Magnetopause Velocity
To determine the velocity of the magnetopause, data from each of the four Cluster satellites
is scanned for a common spacial structure, such as when BL reverses sign or when the main
density gradient at the magnetosphere separatrix is crossed. The difference in time between
each encounter, then, can be used to determine the velocity of the structure in which the
satellites are embedded. There are several methods that can be employed to do this (see
Haaland et al. [2004] for a review and comparison), each of which start with the analysis in
Section F.1. The approach undertaken in this thesis will then be described in section F.2.
F.1 General Theory
The instantaneous velocity V (t) of the magnetopause can be expressed as a function of time
with the following polynomial:
V (t) = A0 +A1t+A2t
2 +A3t
3 (F.1)
where Ai (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) are constant to be determined from the timing analysis. Integrating
this expression over the duration of the magnetopause crossing gives an expression for the










































































Dividing the thickness, di, by the crossing duration, 2τi, then, gives the average velocity of













The distance traveled by the magnetopause along its normal, nˆ, between the first crossing
(i = 0) and the remaining crossings is




















Here, ∆~R0i = ~Ri − ~R0 is the separation vector from the first spacecraft to encounter the
magnetopause to spacecraft i, and ∆t0i = ti − t0 is the delay between crossing times.
From this point onward, the various timing analysis methods diverge.
F.2 Constant Velocity Approach
The constant velocity approach (CVA) was first used by Russell et al. [1983]. In this
approach, the magnetopause is assumed to travel along its normal at a constant velocity.
In equation F.1, A1 = A2 = A3 = 0, leaving V (t) = A0. To determine A0, we divide
equation F.4 by A0 to get the distance travelled along the normal






Knowing the spacecraft positions, Eq. F.5 provides three equations from which to determine
the components of nˆ
(∆R0i)jmj = ∆t0i,
where j = 1, 2, 3 are indices of each vector component. We can then determine the value of









With single spacecraft measurements, we are able to analyze only the temporal evolution of
fields and waves, and must make assumptions and inferences to determine spacial variations.
With four satellites in a tetrahedron formation, however, we can utilize the full strength of
Maxwell’s equations by taking the spacial derivative of the fields measured simultaneously
at four locations in space. In this Appendix, we describe how fields can be interpolated to
points within the tetrahedron formation using barycenter coordinates [Daly and Paschmann,
1998]. In doing so, we define the reciprocal vectors and show how they relate to the gradient
operator, which leads to an expression for Ampe`re’s Law. Finally, another estimate for the
current is given by the Curlometer Technique [Dunlop et al., 1988].
G.1 Barycentric Coordinates and Reciprocal Vectors
Consider four spacecraft in a tetrahedron formation. They measure scalar (u) or vector (~v)
fields only at the vertices of the tetrahedron, sα, located at ~rα (α = 1, 2, 3, 4). Thus, the
fields are only known at u(rα) and ~v(rα). If we wish to know the values of the fields at
some arbitrary position ~r in the vicinity of rα, we must interpolate. To do so, we create
linear scalar interpolating functions µα that satisfy µα(~rβ) = δαβ (β = 1, 2, 3, 4), where
δ is the Kronecker delta. This condition acts as a constraint that ensures µα returns the
value measured by spacecraft α when interpolating at vertex sα of the tetrahedron. The









and the four values of µα(~r) are the barycentric coordinates of the point ~r. Determining µα
involves finding h and ~kα in the linear scalar function
µα = hα + ~kα · ~r . (G.3)
Using the constraint condition, we can evaluate µα at the location of a spacecraft, ~rα,
to obtain an expression for hα
µα(~rα) = δαα = hα + ~kα · ~rα
hα = 1− ~kα · ~rα,
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which can be substituted into Eq. G.3 to eliminate hα
µα(~r) = 1− ~kα · ~rα + ~k · ~r
= 1 + ~kα · (~r − ~rα). (G.4)
Following the same procedure, we evaluate the function µα at the positions ~rβ and ~rγ of two
other satellites to find an expression for ~kα. We start by evaluating the constraint equation
at ~rβ
µα(~rβ) = δαβ = hα + ~kα · ~rβ
hα = δαβ − ~kα · ~rβ,
then substitute hα into Eq. G.3,
µα(~r) = δαβ − ~kα · ~rβ + ~k · ~r
= δαβ + ~kα · (~r − ~rβ). (G.5)
Again, following the same procedure, we evaluate µα at a third satellite located at ~rγ to get
µα(~r) = δαγ + ~kα · (~r − ~rγ). (G.6)
Now, because Eqs. G.5 and G.6 describe the barycenter coordinate of the same point,
µα(~r), their difference is zero
0 =
[




δαγ + ~k · (~r − ~rγ)
]
,
which leads to an expression for the term involving ~kα on the right-hand side of Eq. G.4
δαβ − δαγ = ~kα · (~rβ − ~rγ).
Both δαβ and δαγ are zero unless β = α or γ = α. Thus, for all cases β 6= α and γ 6= α,
(~rβ−~rγ) is the separation of two spacecraft that form two vertices of the tetrahedron surface
Πα, opposite to the tetrahedron vertex sα. The projection of ~kα onto this surface is zero
(δαβ = 0), so ~kα is perpendicular to the surface Πα.
The vectors ~kα are called reciprocal vectors. They are defined to be perpendicular to the
surface Πα with magnitude equal to the reciprocal of the height of the tetrahedron above
Πα. If ~rβγ = ~rγ − ~rβ, then
~kα =
~rβγ × ~rβσ
~rβα · (~rβγ × ~rβσ) . (G.7)
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G.2 Spacial Gradients
In this section, we show that the reciprocal vectors serve as an expression for the gradient
vector, ∇. Using Eq. G.4, and noting that µα(~rα) = 1,
µα(~r) = 1 + ~kα · (~r − ~rα).
µα(~r)− 1 = ~kα · (~r − ~rα).
µα(~r)− µα(~rα) = ~kα · (~r − ~rα)
dµα = ~kα · d~r.
Noting further that dµα = d~r · ∇, we find
~kα = ∇µα. (G.8)
It follows that the gradient of the interpolated scalar and vector fields (Eqs. G.1 and















The same holds for the divergence and curl operators, signifying that the reciprocal vectors
can be applied as spacial gradients. Applying this idea to Ampe`re’s law, we can find the





µ0 ~J = ∇× ~B′. (G.11)
An equivalent method of determining the average current density through a tetrahedron
surface, developed by Dunlop et al. [1988] is describe below.
G.3 Curlometer Technique
Now we show how to calculate the current density using the curl of the magnetic field
measured at four points in space,
µ0 ~J = ∇× ~B
Using Stoke’s theorem to express this as an integral, we can compute the current density
through a surface of the tetrahedron
µ0
∫





where the integral on the r.h.s. is around the contour surrounding the area of the tetrahedron
surface defined by ~A. Finding the average current <~J> through the surface with vertices
sα, sβ, and sγ , the l.h.s. becomes
µ0
∫
~J · d ~A = µ0<~J>
∫
d~a






µ0<~J> · (~rβα × ~rγβ). (G.12)
Then, taking the integral around the contour C,∮
C













= <~Bβα> · ~Rβα +<~Bγβ> · ~Rγβ+ < ~Bαγ> · ~Rαγ




~Bβ + ~Bα) and where ~Rαβ = ~Rβ− ~Rα is the difference of position vectors
of spacecraft α and β. Dropping the ¡¿ notation on ~B and expanding the last equation, we
obtain ∮
C
~B · d~l = 1
2
( ~Bγ + ~Bα) · (~Rγ − ~Rα)− 1
2
( ~Bβ + ~Bα) · (~Rβ − ~Rα)
− 1
2




[( ~Bγ · ~Rγ − ~Bγ · ~Rα + ~Bα · ~Rγ − ~Bα · ~Rα)
− ( ~Bβ · ~Rβ − ~Bβ · ~Rα + ~Bα · ~Rβ − ~Bα · ~Rα)
− ( ~Bγ · ~Rγ − ~Bγ · ~Rβ + ~Bβ · ~Rγ − ~Bβ · ~Rβ)].
Grouping like terms,∮
C
~B · d~l = 1
2
[(− ~Bα · ~Rβ + ~Bα · ~Rα + ~Bγ · ~Rβ − ~Bγ · ~Rα)
+ ( ~Bα · ~Rγ − ~Bα · ~Rα + ~Bβ · ~Rα − ~Bβ · ~Rγ)
= ( ~Bα − ~Bγ) · (−~Rβ + ~Rα + ( ~Bα − ~Bβ) · (−~Rγ + ~Rα)
= ∆ ~Bγα · ~Rβα −∆ ~Bβα · ~Rγα. (G.13)
Combining Equations G.12 and G.13, we obtain the average current density through a
tetrahedron surface using the magnetic field measured by and the position of the satellites
at the vertices of the surface,
1
2






~A · ~B = ~B · ~A (H.1)
( ~A+ ~B) · ( ~A+ ~B) = (A+B)α(A+B)α
= AαAα +AαBα +BαAα +BαBα
= (Aα +Bα)
2 (H.2)
~A× ~B = − ~B × ~A (H.3)
| ~A× ~B|2 = (| ~A|| ~B| sin θ)2
= | ~A|2|vecB|2 sin2 θ
= | ~A|2|vecB|2(1− cos2 θ)
= | ~A|2|vecB|2 − ( ~A · ~B)2 (H.4)
Triple vector products
~A× ( ~B × ~C) = ~B( ~A · ~C)− ~C( ~A · ~B) (H.5)
~A · ( ~B × ~C) = ~B · (~C × ~A) = ~C · ( ~A · ~B) (H.6)
H.2 Abbreviations






AMR Asymmetric Magnetic Reconnection
BNC Boundary Normal Coordinates
C1 Cluster 1 [satellite]
C2 Cluster 2 [satellite]
C3 Cluster 3 [satellite]
C4 Cluster 4 [satellite]
CAA Cluster Active Archive
DWF Decommuted Wave Form
EDI Electron Drift Instrument
EDR Electron Diffusion Region
EFW Electric Field and Waves
FAR Field-Aligned Radial
FFT Fast Fourier Transform
FGM Fluxgate Magnetometer
FSR FGM Spin Reference [frame]
GSE Geocentric Solar Ecliptic
HT deHoffmann-Teller Analysis
IDR Ion Diffusion Region
iFFT Inverse Fourier Transform
IMF Interstellar Magnetic Field





MVA Minimum Variance Analysis
MVAB Minimum Variance Analysis of the magnetic field
MVAC Constrained Minimum Variance Analysis
MVAE Minimum Variance Analysis of the electric field
NaN Not a Number
eqn Equation
SCM Searchcoil Magnetometer
SMR Symmetric Magnetic Reconnection
STAFF Spatio Temporal Analysis of Field Fluctuations
Table H.1: Acronyms and abbreviations with their definitions.
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